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Introductim 

1. Introduction 
This re];X)rt concerns the issuance, cashing, and reconciliation of ration 

checks for gasoline rationing. We are primarily concerned with the data 
processing requirements of a gasoline rationing plan. 

This is one of several re];X>rts on this subject. A companion report by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory is concerned with a centralized batch processing 
system. This report discusses distributed (multiple CPU) online systems. 

The intent of this re];X>rt is to provide the reader with an understanding 
of the issues, costs, and feasibility of various distributed online ration 
check issuance, cashing and reconciliation systems. 

We are primarily concerned with systems designed to minimize the incon
veniences to the public by gas rationing. Another major objective is to 
minimize the opportunities for fraud. 

We expect that this report will be read by persons trying to decide which 
type of system to adopt for gasoline ration coupon issuance and reconcilia
tion. If one of the systems discussed here is adopted, \ole then expect 
that this report will be us~ by those who will write an RFP. 

The emphasis of the re];X)rt is on aspects of the systems which differ sub
stantially fran centralized batch systems. 

1.1. Organization of the report 
(1) Introduction 

(2) The Ration Plan 
(3) Assl.Dllptions 

(4) Advantages of an Online System 
(5) File Organization 

(6) Data Acquisition 
(7) Data Integration 

{8) Ration Check Address File Generation 

(9) Ration Check Production 

(10) Mailing 

(11) Coupon Issuance Points 

(12) Registration and Coupon Issuance Points 

(13) Reconciliation 

(14) Camnunications costs 
(15} Hardware Configurations 

(16) Software Requirements 
(17) Privacy Considerations 

(18) Slmtmary 
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'ftle Ratiarlng Plan 

2. '!he Rationing Plan 

2: 1. '!he Basic Rationing Plan 
We are only concerned with ration check issuance, cashing and reconcilia

tion for gasoline rationing. 

Ration allotments will be made on a per vehicle basis and will depend on 
the type of vehicle, its fuel type and weight. A National Vehicle Regis-
tration File (NVRF) will be maintained to record this information and the name ~ 
and address of the vehicle CMner. Each quarter, a "ration check" will be 
mailed to the vehicle's registered owner. The owner will take the ration 
check to a Coupon Issuance Point (CIP) along with his vehicle registration 
papers ana personal identification. There he will present these docu-
ments, endorse the check, and receive ration coupons. The ration coup::>ns 
will be negotiable. Thus vehicle owners who want more gasoline can buy 
ration coupons from those who do not need their entire allotment. 

For a variety of reasons (change of residence, transfer of a~ership of 
vehicles, errors in registration records), sane vehicle owners will not 
receive their ration checks. Such persons are called "nonrecipients" 
and are referred to RCIPs (Registration and Coup::>n Issuance Points) to claim 
L~eir allotments. · · 

2. 2. Time Schedule 

It has been proposed that the rationing system would go from standby 
status to operation in 45 days. Allowing same time to start CIP's, mailing 
operations, etc., we calculate that four weeks will be allowed in which to 
process all transactions. 

Once gas rationing has begun we assume that the issuance of 
allotments for subsequent quarters will be staggered, so that each month one 
third of ~the population will receive their allotment checks for the next 
three months. The workload will therefore be spread evenly over each quar
ter. 

2.3. Revisions to Ration Plan 

We shall assume that ration checks must be cash~1 by the vehicle owner 
and can not be endorsed to second parties. '!'11e original Standby Gas Rationing 
Plan penmitted endorsements to second parties - typically gas station opera
tors. The fraud prevention schemes discussed in this report hinge on the fact 
that all check cashing transactions are verified arid recorded immediately via 
canputer terminals. Perrni tting the endorsement of ration checks to second par-
ties would defeat these fraud countermeasures. We have therefore assumed that ~ 
the plan would be changed to prohibit such second party checks. 

We also assume that one check is mailed for each registered vehi- ~.· 
cle. There has been sane discussion of "netting"l operations which would com-
bine checks intended for a single vehicle owner. Such netting is expected to 
offer a savings of perhaps 20% in mailing costs but would complicate the 
design and operation of the system. Especially difficult to reconcile are 
those cases in which the owner has sold same, but not all of his 

1 Cf. R.L. Polk and the oak Ridge Reports 
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'!be Raticning Plan· 

vehicles. This would require partial cashing of ration checks. Since allot
ments for each vehicle must be reconciled individually we anticipate little 
reduction in reconciliation costs. In. the interests of simplicity we have 
discarded netting. 

There has been discussion of a proposal to limit the total allocation to 
a household. Such a rule· would require that a form of netting be performed. 
Ho.v this would affect households of unrelated persons · is unclear. Mould 
ration rights became a form of community property among the members of the 

.. household?) One version would limit total allocations per family .... we have no 
means of identifying families if the surnames of all family members are not 
identical. Furthermore such a rule would inevitably discriminate against 
extended family households. Because we regard such rules as impractical to 
implement we will not discuss them further. 

-3-



In addition, for every RCIP transaction we can expect a corresponding 
transaction fran the state DMV. Such transactions would be reported on tape 
weekly. They can be processed in background during slack periods. 

The reader sl)Quld be aware that there is reason to believe that the 10% 
error rate may be far too low an estimate for errors in the initial NVRF. 
Substantially higher error rates would be extremely difficult to cope with 
during the proposed startup schedule. If it appears that much higher error 
rates will oCcur we would urge that either: 

(1) the startup schedule be relaxed 

(2) a full scale trial mailing be conducted (with RCIP in operation) over an 
extended period (3 months) to correct the NVRF during the pre-rationing 
perioo. 

3. 2. SChedule SCenarios 

3. 2 .1. yvorst Case Startup SChedule 

We assume four weeks are allowed in which to process all transactions. 
All off ices are open 7. 5 hours/day, 5 days/week. (This allows 15 
minutes to open and 15. minutes to close the office.) Therefore 150 hours are 
required to process all transactions. Peak traffic is 4 times average. Thus 
peak,traffic rates are 3.6M CIP transactions/hour (1000/second), and .4M RCIP 
transactions/hOur (110/second). 

3.2.2. ~st Case Startup SChedule 

We assume 4 weeks are allowed in which to process all transactions. All 
offices are open 12 hours/day, 6 days/week, providing 288 hours to process all 
transactions. Peak traffic is 2 times average. Thus peak traffic rates are 
938K CIP transactions/hour (260/second) and 104K RCIP transaction/hour 
(29/second). · 

3. 2. 3. Worst Case Normal SChedule 
We assume that 12 weeks are allowed in which to process all transactions. 

(This assumes staggered issuance Of quarterly ration allotments, one third of 
the allotments issued each month.) All offices are open 7.5 hours/day, 5 
days/week. ('!his allO\vs 15 minutes to open and 15 minutes to close the 
office.) Therefore 450 hours are required to process all transactions. Peak 
traffic is 4 times average. Thus peak traffic rates are 1. 2H CIP 
transactions/hOur (333/second), and 133K RCIP transactions/hour 
(37/second). 
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3.2.4. Best case Normal Schedule 

We assume that 12 weeks are allowed in which to process all transactions. 
(This assumes staggered issuance of quarterly ration allotments, one third of 
the allotments issued each month.) All offices are open 12 hours/day, 5 
days/week, plus 3 hours on Saturday, providing 756 hours to process all tran-
sactions. Peak ~raffic is 2 times average. Thus peak traffic is 357K CIP 
transactionsjhour (99/second) and 40K RCIP transaction/llOur (11/second). 

3.2.5. Surrmary 

Scenario 

Transaction Rates 
at peak load 

CIP 
transactions 

per hour per second 

worst Case Startup 3600K 1000 
Best Case Startup 938K 260 
~rst Case Normal 1200K 333 
Best Case Normal 357K 99 

3.3. Terminal Configuration Scenarios 

3.3.1. RCIPs only online 

RCIP 
transactions 

per hour per second 

400K 111 
104K 29 
133K 37 

40K 11 

The RCIPs would have alphanumeric CRT terminals which are online to 
the rationing database. Inquiry of the database would stop certain types of · 
fraud. Online entry of changes to the database offers improved opportuni
ties for catching and correcting errors. 

CIPs would be completely manual. Reconciliation would be batch. 

3. 3. 2.. OCIP and CIPs both online 

The RCIPs would operate as in Section 3.3.1 The CIPs would have calcula
tor type terminals connected to the rationing database. Reconciliation would 
be done online, thus considerably enhancing opportunities to detect fraud. 

3.3.3. Automatic Teller Machines 
CIPs would use automatic cash dispensing machines rather than tellers to 

dispense ration coup:>ns. Advantages include reduced labor costs and extended 
operating !lOurs. Online reconciliation prevents many types of fraud. 

3.4. Ht.nnan Transaction Processing Times 

3.4.1. CIP 

We expect that a CIP transaction (exchanging a ration check for 
co~s) will require an average of 3 minutes. This number comes from the 
PRC report on CIPs. 

2Quick Reaction work Order: Identification of Coupon Issuance Points 
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. 3.4.2. RCIP·:. 

We exPect that an RCIP transaction (entering a change of address, or 
change of ownership, and obtaining coupons) will require an average of 10 
minutes. This figure is based on inquiries of. a local California DMV 
office, where a simple vehicle registration requires 10 minutes. 

3.4.3. Transaction Retries 

The above transaction times include time to retry 20% of all transactions 
which we assume will fail because of keying errors. CIP keying errors will be 
caught by check digit verification algorithms in the concentrators. RCIP 
errors will oniy be discovered in the mainframe. 

3.5. Uniform Population Distribution 

In calculating the number of teller windows required, and in calculating 
carmunications costs, we have assumed the population to be tmiformly distri
buted across the cotmtry. Additional teller windows may be required to serve 
sparsely populated areas. 

The extent of the error introduced by this assumption is largest for the 
more modest scenarios. 

This assumption.was made to simplify calculations. 

3. 6. Numbers of RCIP and CIP teller winda-1s 
The foll~~ing table was computed by dividing the assumed transaction 

rates (Cf. Schedule Scenarios, Section 3.2) by the assumed human transaction 
processing times (Cf. Section 3. 4). 

Number of teller windows 
required for peak load 

Scenario 

worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
worst Case NOrmal 
Best Case Normal 

3.7. Number of teller windows per site 

CIP 

180K 
47K 
60K 

17 .B5K 

RCIP 

66.7K 
17 .3K 
22.0K 
6.67K 

We expect very fev1 teller wind<:Ms per RCIP or CIP. One reason is the 
desire to maximize the geographic dispersion of RCIPs and CIPS to minimize 
travel times and costs for the public. The second reason is that if facilities 
are shared with other institutions (banks, post offices, J:!.-1\T offices) we 
expect to obtain very little space at each site. 

Hence we will assume 1.5 CIP teller wind<:Ms per CIP and i.O RCIP teller 
windows per RCIP. This yields the following estimates for .the number of CIPs 

(106c) Volume 1, page 12, PRC Energy Analysis Corporation Final Report, R-
1868, January 1979, Prepared for OOE Contract ~78-c-'-01-3361 



andRCIPs: 

NUmber of locations 
required for peak load 

Scenario 

Wbrst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Wbrst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

CIP 

120K 
3l.3K 

40K 
ll.9K 

3. 8. Number of Processing Sites 

OCIP 

66. 7K 
17. 3K 
22.0!< 
6.67K 

Assmptioos 

OUr naninal design assumes the system to be partitioned into 10 . sites, 
each located at the administrative capital of a federal region and serving 
that region. See Section 14, entitled "Ccmnunications". 

3.9. Reliability 
We are assuming that 100% canputer availability is not necessary. 

Hence manual backup procedures will be employed by CIPs and RCIPs in the event 
that the autanated sytem is unavailable. 

H~.~ver the goa~ is that system outages will average less than 10 
minutes in duration and that they will occur less. than once per week. 

3.10. Disk Sector Size 
We shall assume that disk sector sizes are approximately 1 kilobyte. 

'!'here are two reasons for this assumption. One is that IBM's transaction pro
cessing operating system (ACP) does not suptxJrt larger sector sizes. The 
other is a desire to minimize the loading of disk controllers and channels so 
as to reduce hardvare costs. (Cf. Section 15.3.2 for a more detailed explana
tion.) 

3.11. Miscellaneous ---
(1) '!'here will be multiple CPU's. 

(2) There will be a:rnrnunications between all CPU's. 

(3) we expect high locality of reference (to vehicle records) by 
geography, e.g., most people will cash their ration checks near their 
residence and most moves are within a federal region. 

(4) 'Ihe database(NVRF) will be partitioned geographically by sites, i.e., 
each site will serve one geographic region. 

(5) Systemwide management information system services will run on a summary 
database (updated nightly) at a single site. This will avoid the compli
cations of a general.purtxJse distributed database management system. 

) 
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ldvantages of An Q'lline Distr iruted System 

4. .Advantages of an Online Distributed System for Gas Rationing 

In an· on-line distributed system, every CIP will have at least one,, and 
possibly several terminals that will facilitate the dynamic verification of 
checks and .the reoording of check cashing transactions. Similarly, RCIPs will 
have nore sophisticated terminals which will allCM checking, updating and 
insertioo of NVRF records. The NVRF will be partitioned and reside on multi- · 

'- ple (oot similar) machines. In this section the advantages of such ·a system 
will be described. 

An an-line approach provides advantages in the areas of reconciliation 
and fraud prevention, but does not necessarily imply a distributed implementa-
tion of the NVRF. Therefore, we will first describe the advantages of a dis
tributed system, and follCM with a discussion of reconciliation and fraud 
prevention. 

4.1. .Advantages of a Distributed System 

The term "distributed system" implies only that the NVRF will be ~rti
tioned on multiple machines. It does not imply that the machines have to be 
~1ysically distributed at different sites or that there is on-line access to 
them. '!11erefore, we emphasize the advantages sterrming fran physical distribu
tioo. However, since the advantages in reconciliation and fraud prevention 
are the result of the on-line capability, we will assume an on-line distri
buted system for the following discussion. 

4.1.1. Feasibility of Implementation 

An on-line system generates a large number of transactions, and requires 
response time with minimal delay. In the Assumptions chapter (Section 3.2.5) 
it was estimated that there will be 1000 CIP transactions .per seoond at peak 
load for the worst case startup scenario. This level of activity generates 
such a high degree of input/output activity that it cannot be handled by a 
single computer available today. (The largest IBM system used for an airline 
reservation system, an IBM model 3033, can handle about 200 transactions per 
second). The central computer will became the bottleneck to the system. If 
the NVRF is partitioned into several machines, perhaps on the order of 10 (for 
the 10 federal regions) each machine could handle 200 transactions per secx:md. 

4.1.2. Flexibility of System Configuration and Growth 
A distributed system canposed of several small machines is nore amenable 

to change than a single large centralized machine. A distributed system 
allows for developnent, implmentation, and incremental growth, and lends 
itself to reconfiguration in case of load shifts. 

4.1.3. Reliability 
In a distributed system a single machine failure does not cause the 

failure of the entire system. Also, one can more readily afford to maintain a 
spare machine to replace the machine that failed until it is repaired, thus 
reducing down time. A spare.machine for a single centralized system ·is more 
expensive. 
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4 .1. 4. Safeguard h;Jainst catastrophe 

A physically distributed system provides inherent protection against 
catastrophe. If the entire system is located in a single building, then acts 
of sabotage, inadvertent damage to utilities, or a natural catastrophe could 
disable the entire system. In a physically distributed system a single 
failure impacts only a r:ortion of the system. 

4.1.5. LOcal Control and Privacy of Information 
LOcal control and privacy of information issues tend to favor a physi

cally distributed system. Such a system can naturally accommodate local con
trol of files. It can be designed to prevent access to information about an 
individual's change of residence or similar types of information. In addi
tion, it may be more difficult for unauthorized users to search the entire 
NVRF. Even if an unauthorized person succeeds in gaining access to local 
files, more steps are needed to obtain information at remote sites. 

4.l.6. Some Communication Cost Savi~ 
The great majority of the communication traffic is local to a federal 

regi_un. Clearly, CIPs deal primarily with lc-:al people. RCIPs perform multi
ole functions, most of which are local, but relatively few generate inter-site 
traf~ic, am~ sane may require a global s.earch on all sites. 

Intuitively, it seems that a physically distributed system would minimize 
communication costs. However, as discussed in the Communications Chapter the 
bJlk of communication costs are between terminals and concentrators, and 
therefore the cost savings is small. 

In addition, there are other costs that grow with the number of sites, 
Sl.lt:~~ as the cost of buildings, maintenance, and additional spare hard-1are for 
reliability. These limiting factors also contribute to the choice of a modest 
number of sites. 

4.2. On-line Reconciliation Advantages 

On-line ration check reconciliation offers many advantages over "offline" 
reconciliation. In an on-line system, checks are compared with the NVRF at 
the time of· the transaction and the transaction is recorded irmnediatel~i. 
Similarly, at RCIPs, any cour:ons issued are recorded irrrnediately. The main 
advantages are as follows: 

4.2.1. Reduction of the need to process the checks. 
Offline check processing requires special magnetic ink printing of 

checks, or a standard font for optical character readers, (OCR's) and the 
machines required to the read the checks. Such encloding of checks might 
still be desirable to process returned checks (about 10%). 

4.2.2. Reduction of errors ---
Errors can be introduced if checks are damaged, mutilated or- lost before 

they are reconciled. Resolving such errors may prove difficult and expensive. 
In an on-line system, the information must match both the check and the file 
or the transaction will not be authorized. 
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4. 2. 3. Reduction of Enforcement Costs 

~line reconciliation elilninates the need to trace people who received 
coupons incorrectly. For example, a person may receive his check late, and be 
given doupons at an RCIP •. He may subsequently receive his check in the mail, 
and cash it~ 'nlis duplicate issuance of coup:>ns will be detected only in the 
reconciliation phase and will require additional steps (and cost) to remedy 
the situation. 

4.3. Fraud Prevention 
If fraud is excessive, it could render the gas rationing system useless. 

The fraudulent aodition of gasoline coupons to the market can negate the 
effect of the rationing by creating more coupons than available gas. Failing 
to design the system with fraud prevention in mind creates undue opportuni
ties for special interest or criminal elements to break the system through 
fraudulent use. Even if no organized fraud exists, the system might fail 
unless enforcement is successful. 

In a "offline'' system, where information is not inrnediately available, 
there 3is little choice but to believe people who claim they did not receive 
checks • It leaves an opening for fraudulent acts that can only be re.11edied 
after reconciliation. In addition, the probability of finding an offender 
who used forged documents is small. An on-line system_ can prevent most of the 
fraud p:>ssible in a gas rationing system. It offers not only a great psycho
logical deterrent, but also cost advantages in terms of tracing and prosecut
ing offenders. In the follCMing sections, we identify the p:>ssible types of 
fraud and show how they can be prevented with'an on-line system. we also give 
an estimate of the cost reductions achieved by fraud prevention. 

4.3.1. TYPeS of Fraud 
Fraud can be classified into two categories, which we will label soft 

fraud and hard fraud. Soft fraud involves a one-time act and is easy to can
mit and difficult (or expensive) to prosecute. For example, consider again 
the case of the person who claims to an RCIP teller that he has not been 
mailed his check, is issued coup:>ns, and up:>n receiving a check in the mail, 
cashes it. It would be very difficult to prove that this person acted mali
ciously. Fraud of this type is particularly dangerous in that if not fully 
and successfully prosecuted it could grow to excessive levels. 

Hard fraud invalves the use of forged documents or stolen checks and is 
more expensive to prosecute. It may be difficult to locate the people 
involved because they use false documents. Hard fraud, using forged documents 
might lead to large scale fraud by organized crime. For example, it is possi
ble to cash 1,000 forged checks in only two or three weeks -- worth $150,000 
at $1. 00 per coupon, 50 coupons per check -·- provided you had the appropriate 
false dri~er's licenses and registrations. The cashing period involved is 
less than the time needed for the offline reconciliation process to reveal the 
fraud. An additional danger of large scale fraud is that relatively small 
number of people can cause the system to fail, by creating more coupons than 
available gasoline. 

3rrhe alternative, to delay issuance of the new check, while issuing a stop 
order on the earlier check is probably not acceptable to the public. 
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The distinction between soft fraud and hard fraud is useful in estimating · 
fraud rates, as will be discussed later. 

4.3.2. Possible Fraud at CIPs 

(1) Cashing a check after cou{X>ns have been received at an RCIP for the same 
vehicle. An online CIP will detect this easily, given that vehicle· 
records are marked when COU{X>ns are issued for the vehicle. 

(2) Cashing stolen checks. In an online CIP the teller will be required to 
enter both the check number from the ration check and a {X>rtion of the 
VIN from the vehicle registration (the VIN is not printed on the check, 
to force the checking of vehicle registrations). The system will not 
authorize the transaction unless both identifying data elements belong to 
the same record. This scheme also prevents tellers from cooperating in 
cashing stolen checks. 

(3) Stealing checks and forging car registrations. This will nbt be {X>Ssible 
with the scheme above, wherein VINs are not printed on the check. In 
or1er to cash a stolen check it would be necessary to locate a car and 
gets its VIN for the forged car registration or steal the corresponding 
registration card. 

(4) Cashing forged checks, with a corresponding forged car registration and 
drivers license. Even if the forged check number is valid, there is 
still the problem of matching it to a VTN. An on-line system prevents 
this by the method described above. 

(5) Cashing forgea checks. This case is similar to cashing stolen checks 
(case 2). The on-line method above will prevent it, even with cooperat
ing tellers. 

(6) Tellers failing to record transactions. A teller may cooperate with a 
recipient, and dispense coupons for a forged check, stmply by not record
ing the transaction. TO prevent the non-recording of transactions a two 
part logging system will be implemented. In the first part the teller is 
required to write down the number of coupons issued per transaction on a 
tally sheet. In the second part he is required to enter this same number 
into the database. At the end of each day the logs can be ocmpared and 
discrepancies investigated. This procedure will also ensure that tran
sactions which were inadvertently not recorded (or not recorded due to 
machine malfunctions) will be detected. 

4.3.3. Possible fraud at RCIPs 

Fraud at RCIPs is similar in many ways to that at CIPs. However, RCIPs 
perform the additional functions of creating new NVRF records or modifying 
existing ones, creating {X>ssibilities for additional types of fraud. 
(1) Claiming non-receipt of check after the check was cashed. This is easily 

detected in an on-line RCIP. If the claim is still made that the check 
has not been cashed, coupons can be issued, identifying information 
taken, and the car physically inspected. The case can then be turned 
over for signature verification, etc. 

(2) Tellers not checking car registrations and other identification properly. 
This is handled by requesting information taken from the required 
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documents, before authorizing the transaction. 

(3} Claiming non-receipt with forged car registration and driver license. 
This is handled the same as in CIPs. 

(4} Tellers entering false new records, presumably for new cars. In an 
online system new VINS will be checked for their correctness (e.g., VINA 
program developed by R.L. Polk}. Dealers can be requested to report new 
car shipnents; junked cars will be handled similarly. 

4.3.4. Additional Fraud Introduced by an Online System 
(1) RCIP Line ta:pping. By tapping into the lines connected to an RCIP a 

clever interloper could add new records to the database or modify the 
existing records. The possibilities for tampering with the database in 
this way justify the use of encryption techniques. 

(2) CIP Line tapping. FOr CIPs it would be possible for a tapper to simulate 
a can};Xlter response to a CIP terminal . and autoor i ze the cashing of a 
forged check. However, this problem is solved by simply printing a ran
dom number on the check, and having the computer send it back for ver if i
cation. Unless this number matches the one on the check, it is not 
authorized. 

~3. 5. Cost Savings Estimates 
In order to get sane idea of fraud rates and recoverycosts we contacted · 

several f~eral agencies informally and attempted to find situations similar 
to those anticipated in a gas rationing system. 

There is a cost figure associated with the investigation and recovery of 
fraud, which depends on the type of fraud. A typical Cost figure was quoted 
by the Secret Service FOrgery Division (SSID) as an average of $274 per forged 
treasury check (checks stolen and signed fradulently). About .30% of the cases 
go to court, which involves an additional cost (amount ·unknam, probably on 
the order of a few thousand dollars) . Other types of fraud, such as embezzle
ment may have a much higher enforcement cost figure (the FBI will not investi
gate an embezzlement of less than $5,000}. 

It is typical of many agencies not to investigate fraud under a certain 
amount due to the cost involved. It is worth noting here that such practical 
considerations are not very appropriate for gas rationing, as one cannot per-· 
mit the existence of more coupons than available gas. 

Obviously, the level of fraud experienced in any system depends on the 
ORJOrtunities available, and therefore may vary widely. 'ttle SSFD quoted a 
rate of 0. 016% for forged treasury checks (112, 000 out of 700 million) · for 
Fiscal Year 1979. In the report by the Federal Advisory Committee on False 
Identification (CFI} it was stated that 0.65% of the checks in the United 
States failed to clear, but only 0.1% proved to be counterfeit. 

The Social Security System (SSA) issues approximately 32 million checks 
per month (predominently retirement checks) and receives approximately 100,000 
oomplaints of non-receipt. About 60,000 of those were cleared up by checking 
files and telephone calls. The remaining 40,000 requi.red signature verifica
tion. Of those about 60%--24,000 were cashed improperly. If \"e translate 
these figures to percentages, we find that about 0.3% (100,000 out of 
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32,000.000) of the people oomplained of non-receipt incorrectly. This is 
equivalent to the soft fraud rate since it requires a relatively small cost to 
recover. We assume here that losses suffered as a result of soft fraud can be 
recovered by notifying the offender and threatening action. About 0.075% 
(24,000 out of 32,000.000) of the checks were actually cashed improperly. 
This is equivalent to hard fraud in tenns of recovery costs, since it will 
require extensive tracing procedures and perhaps court costs. 

Based on the above figures we will assume the following: 
/ 

Soft Fraud (Per Quarter) 
Rate: 0.3% (SSA estUnate) 
Cost: $50 - $100 (to notify offenders and recover) 
'lbtal: 22.5M (150!'1 x 50 x 0.3%) to 

45.0M (150M X 100 X 0.3%) 

Hard Fraud (Per Quarter) 
Rate: 0.016% 

0.·1% 
Cost: $274 

$1000 X 30% 

(SSFD estimate) to 
(CFI estimate) 
(cost recovery) plus 
(estimated court cost x 30% 
of cases) = $574 

'lbtal: 13 . .7H (l50H X 0. 016% X 574) to 
86.lM (150M X 0.1% X 574) 

Total cost per quarter: 
36. ~1 to 131.1N 

Total cost per year: 
144. ~1 to 524.4.\1: 
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5. NVRF File Organization 

5.1. NVRF File Structure 

All NVRF data files will be random a~ss, but readable sequentially. 
Records will be stored in lK disk sectors. A hash on one of the data elements 
will produce the disk and sector number on which a particular NVRF record 
resides. If the records within the sectors are not sorted by the key, a 
sequential search of the sector will be necessary to obtain the record. If 
the records are sorted, the sort must be maintained- whenever the file is 
upjated. 

5.2. Record Structure 
The NVRF records will be fixed length, with continuation records only if 

needed for multi-registrations and temporary duplicate information from RCIP 
activity. The fixed length scheme was chosen both for simplicity and because 
the number of continuation records is anticipated to be a small proportion of 
the database. 

'lWO record format schemes were considered. In one, hereafter kna.m as an 
integrated NVRF, all NVRF data elements are stored in the same record and are 
accessed via the hashing and indexing methods suggested in Sections 5.5.4 and 
5.5.5. 

In the other, hereafter kn~ as a segregated NVRF, those data elements 
used ~or CIP check reconciliation are housed in a file separate from the 
vehicle and owner information. Since the check reconciliation file is 
recreated each quarter it can be accessed via a hash on a changing check 
number. 

The segregated NVRF has several disadvantages. It would cost the RCIPs 
_three extra seeks per transaction to obtain the check cashing portion, bring
ing the total number of seeks to 12.6, excluding the 1.8 seeks needed for pos
sible sector overfl~~ and address-zip code matching6. It would also require, 
for each vehicle record, generating and storing a pointer to its check recon-
ciliation record and storing duplicate copies of the VIN or license plate 
number or both, one in each portion of an NVRF record. In addition it 
requires extra processing for address file generation and check number assign-
ing. Given these disadvantages a segregated NVRF would only be used if it is 
both necessary to generate completely new check numbers each quarter and elim
inate the 1.2 seeks/transaction needed to access the file of NVRF pointers 
during CIP activity. 

Most of the discussion and calculations in this report have been based on 
an integrated NVRF. 

41K was chosen both for compatibility with the 1055B physical 
of IBM's ACP operating system and for hardware considerations. 
15.3.3 for a more detailed explanation. 

record size 
See section 

5CIP/RCIP identification, tell~r identification, date of transaction, check 
number, allotment, randan response digits, special RCIP procedure flag. 

6
See seek calculations, section 5. 6 
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5.3. Data elements 

FOr processing simplicity, data elements within the records will have 
fixed positions and lengths. 

5.3.1. Mandatory data elements 

The following data elements are considered to be essential to the imple
mentation of a distributed RCIR system. 

{1) Vehicle identification number {VIN) 
'!his data element can be the basis for the index used by the RCIPs. It 
is currently composed of seven alphanumeric characters indicating same 
combination of the make, model, etc. of the vehicle and a six digit pro
duction number. Its length is thirteen bytes at maximum: ten are p:>ssi
ble if six bit packing is used. Seventeen bytes has .been prop:>sed for a 
n~ VIN ~tanqard. '!he expansion is in the alphanumeric vehicle descrip
tlon sect1on. Both thirteen and seventeen have been used for space cal
culations in this

8
report. There is uncertainty as to the reliability of 

this data element. 

( 2) License plate number. 
May have to be used as the basis for the RCIP index if the VIN is unreli
able. Seven bytes, alphanumeric. 

{3) Encoded make of vehicle. 
'IW:) bytes. 

{4) Encoded model of vehicle. 
'IW:) bytes. 

{5) Model year. 
Needed to make the thirteen byte VIN unique. The two lower order digits 
are stored. 'IW:) bytes if stored as characters: one if binary. 

{6) Fuel type. 
Regular, premium, unleaded, diesel, etc. One byte. 

{7) Vehicle category. 
Truck, autanobile, etc. One byte. 

{8) Weight in thousands of pounds. 
· 'IW:) bytes, binary. 

(9) State of registration. 
FOr financia'!. reasons, many people register their vehicles in states 
which are not their states of primary residence. The state of registra
tion will determine in which regional data base an NVRF record will 
reside. 'IW:) bytes, alpha, consisting of the postal abbreviations. 

7Part 571: Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards {Vehicle Identification 
Number), Chapter 5: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Depart
ment of Transportation, Federal Register, Vol. 44, No. 57, March · 22, 1979, 
p.l7498. 

~z Allen & Hamilton, Inc., National Vehicle Registration File Alterna
tive Analysis, Draft Report, July 9, 1979, Exhibit V. 
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Items (1) through (9) identify the vehicle. 

Items (3) through (9) may be used in the algorithm to determine the quar
terly gasoline allotment~ 

(10) Name of owner 
'rtlere is no pre-defined distinction between the first and last name. 
Therefore the address file will be sorted on the first digit of the first 
name~ Mailings will be done alphabetically, and in equal size portions.· 
Thirty bytes, alphanumeric. 

(11) Street address. 
Includes the street number and name, street category, rural route number, 
apartment number. 'rtlirty bytes, alphanumeric. 

(12) City. 
Fifteen bytes, alpha. This is one greater than the postal standards. 

(13) State. 
The standard postal abbreviations will be used. '!WO bytes, alpha. 

(14) Zip code. 

I 

Five bytes, numeric. 

Items (10) through (14) identifity the owner an(1 are used for mailing .the 
ration checks. 

( 15) Check number. 
Nine digits for a check number, one digit for the quarter, two to four 
\'lhich are randan, ann two to three for check digits. The minimum number 
of digits will fit into six bytes in binary and fourteen bytes in charac
ter form. The number of bytes for the maximum digit size in both storage 
forms is eight and seventeen, respectively. 'rtle former figures have been 
used for space calculations in this chapter. This data element is the 
basis for the CIP hash function. 

(16) Date the check is cashed. 
TWo bytes if stored in binary form as a Julian date; six bytes if stored 
as month-date-year in characters. 

(17) CIP/RCIP identification. 
A number which uniquely identifies each CIP and RCIP teller window. · '1\·lO 
bytes if the total number of both can be kept below 64K, four bytes if 
not. Calculations based on this data element have been done for both 
cases. 

(18) Teller. 
A number assigned in sequential order to each employee of a CIP or an 
RCIP. Teller number wou:!..d be useful in pinning down the source of fraud 
in the check-coupon exchange. TWO bytes, binary. 

(19) Quarterly gasoline allotment. 
The number of gallons or coupons, whichever is easier fran a· human 
engineering point of view. One byte, binary. 

(2.0) Quarterly cashing record. 
A check cashing history for the past four quarters. One byte, with one 
bit per quarter. A quarter's bit is zeroed when the address file for that 
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quarter is produced and set when the quarter's check is cashed. 

(21) Random response digits. 
A two digit number (randomly generated by the address file program) which 
is both printed on the ration check and returned to the tellers to indi
cate a check number-VIN or a check number-license plate number match. 
Its inclusion in the CIP/RCIP transaction scenario prevents a line-tapper 
fran simulating the CPU. One byte, binary. 

(22) Special RCIP procedures. 
An indication of same RCIP activity which designates an irregularity in 
the check-coupon exchange. Examples are a check number-VIN or check 
number-license plate number mismatch, missing ration checks, new and 
traden cars, duplicate quarterly check cashing for a vehicle, and the 
absence of a record for a vehicle in the NVRF. In addition, there is a 
value which indicates that any of the forementioned irregularities have 
been reconciled by the state r:MV. One byte, binary. 

Items (15) through (22) identify the check cashing transaction. 

(23) ~inter to a continuation recOrd. 
A single byte (binary) indicating the disk and four bytes (binary) for 
the sector number. 

5.3.2. Optional data element 

l'his data element is considered to be of secondary benefit to the pro
CP.ssing of NVRF data or to the detection of fraud. It could be included with 
~~ s~~ious ramifications to the space calculations. 

(1) Time of the check cashing. 
Wbuld aid in the detection of fraud in the case in which one 
signed onto the CIP or RCIP systems as another teller. 
binary. . 

teller had 
'nolO bytes, 

5.3.3. Rejected data elements 

The following data elements were not considered of sufficient benefit to 
the processing of data or detection of fraud to be included in the NVRF. 

(1) Body style and transmission type. 
Although lx>th may be determinants of gas usage, they are probably of too 
fine a distinction to be included in any allotment algorithm. 

(2) Registration number. 
This information is on the vehicle registration document which must be 
presented in order to ca,h in the ration checks •. It is not necessary to 
store it in the NVRF record as well; the license plate number is suffi
cient for proper identification. 

(3) Mailing address, city, state and zip. 
An alternate mailing address for the ration checks. This data element 
would add another 50 bytes to each NVRF record, enough to alter most 
space calculations. In addition it would be used relatively infre
quently, e.g., for those students who had cars registered in the state of 
their parents residence. For those few situations the ration checks ca'1 
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be forwarded. 9 

5.3.4. Dictionary ·f::Jr textual data elements 

'I'he use of a·:'regional dictionary for textual data elements, particularly 
those whose values are used repeatedly, such as city, should be cx:>nsidered. 
'!he entry in the NVRF record would then be a two-byte P:>inter to the diction
ary for the, appropriate text. This scheme would result in smaller NVRF 
records. If the dictionary were disk resident, it would require an extltl .seek 
for thOse ~ata element~ w~~e text is s7ored for both RCIP activity and 
address flle generat1on • Alternatlvely; only the most ccmnonly used text 
oould be encoded and stored in main memory. HCMever, this scheme would neces
sitate the use of variable length NVRF records. 

Decreasing the size of the NVRF record allc:Ms more of them to fit into 
the 1 'kilobyte hash buckets, and decreases the size of the database. once a 
bucket is located, it is searched (in core) for the appropriate record. If 
the number of records per bucket makes a sequential search too unwieldy, two 
alternatives are available. The bucket size could be reduced, thereby neces
sitatng the use of a greater number of overfl~~ pages. Alternatively, the 
records could be sorted within the buckets: in this case each record insertion 
or deletion would probably require ~ repacking of the bucket. 

5.4. Data Base Size 

Each integrated NVRF record will be between 134 and 157 bytes in length, 
using only the mandatory data elements. Seven 146 byte records will fit into 
the lK sectors: that figure has been used for all remaining calculations. The 
total data base size will be 22 giga~tes (GB}. Leaving 25 percent of each 
sector free for expansion brings the figure to 27.5GB. 

5.5. Retrieval Hethods 

'I'hree methods of retrieving information were considered. They are 
presented below, listing their advantages and disadvantages. 

5. 5 .1. Hashing 
Hashing is the canputation of a function on a record's key which produces 

the location of that record. A desirable hashing algorithm will produce a 
uniform distribution of the records throughout the file.I2 

Advantages: 

9'nle POlk rep:>rt cxncurs. 

10auring working hours, if online RCIPs: non-working hours, if offline. 

1~n-working hours, both online and offline RCIPs. 

1~r a discussion on hashing, cf. Donald E. Knuth, '11le Art of Cc;mputer 
ngrrarrming, Vol 3:Sorting and Searching, Addison-Wesley PublTSning-co., 1~73, 

1nning p. 506. 
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No seeks are necessary for ,the indexing operation. 'rtlis is the most 
important advantage, since the system will ~ I/0 lx>t.md. 3 

No storage is needed for indices. 

'!he transactions' do not involve range searches. 'Itlerefore the disadvan
tage of only exact match searching inherent in hashing does not apply~ 

Disadvantages: 

(1) A portion of each bucket (at least 25%) will have to be kept empty during· 
the initial database building to allow for expansion. This will add 5.5 
gigabytes to the size of the database, making the total 27.5GB. 

(2) OVerfl~v sectors will have to be used when the original hash buckets have 
been filled. 'Itlis will add another seek and additional search time 
within the overflo, bucket to the transaction. Since the data base will 
grow by 10 percent each year from new cars, all buckets would be filled 
within two years. A complete data base reorgan5.zation might be oon
sidered at this time. 

5.5.2. Clustered B-tree 

A B-t~ee is a multi-way tree whose nodes are always balanced during file 
updating. The tree is clustered if the records are sorted by the key. There
fore the1!ndex pages can point to sectors of records rather than individual 
records. Each entry in a B-tree for the NVRF consists of a key, a 4 byte 
sector number and a single byte disk indicator. · 

Advantages: 

(1) Entries in the index pages can point to sectors of records rather than 
individual records, thereby greatly reducing the size of the tree. 

(2) No additional overflow mechanism is necesary because page splitting 
preserves the B-tree structure. · 

(3) Records are sorted by the key which allows a binary search within the 
page. 

Disadvantages: 

(1) Because of the large number of CIP transactions per second, each level of 
a national B-tree would receive approximately 99 to 1000 seeks/second, 
depending on the scheduling scenario~l5 Regionall6 B-trees would have a 

13cf. 5.5.2 and 5.5.3, Disadvantage 1. 

14For a further discussion on B-trees, see Douglas Caner, "'!he Ubiquitous 
B-Tree'', Cc:mputing Surveys, Vol. 11, No. 2, June, 1979. The article contains 
an extensive bibliography. 

lScf. 3.2 for a description of the .schedule scenarios. 

l6TO avoid bottlenecking at each level of the tree, the tree can be divided 
into ten trees, one for each regional center. The number of seeks per level 
per second then drops by a factor of ten. Dividing an index by regions is 
cons5.stent with its probable use. In general a person will frequent an RCIP 
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little more than one tenth the activity. EVen under this circumstance 
only the best case nonmal schedule functions without a bottleneck. 
Therefore either the whole tree or its root section would have to be kept 
in core. In the latter case the index pages could be scattered among 
several disks, thereby reducing the congestion. For RCIP activity a 
regional tree is sufficient· for all. scenarios. · 

(2} Additional seeks are required for using a disk-resident clustered B-tree. 
Assuming 145 byte records and lKB sectors, a nationally based tree using 
either the thirteen or seventeen byte VIN would require five seeks, and 
using the seven byte 1 icense plate marker, four. For regional trees toth .,. 
keys require four seeks. One seek should be subtracted for each level of 
the tree which is kept in core. 

(3) Additional storage is required to house the clustered B-tree. Storage 
estimates depend on the length of both the record and the key, and the 
sector and database size. Assuming 146B records, lKB sectors .and a 150M 
record database, 393MB of storage would be needed for a thirteen byte 
VTN-based tree and 489MB for a seventeen. 262MB would be required if the 
key were the license plate number. (This is not a significant problem.) 

(4) When the record pages are full, the B-tree must be updated and the pages 
split. TO avoid continuous splitting, roam should be left in the pages 
for additions, just as in hashing. 

5.5.3. Unclustered B-tree 

Unlike a clustered B-tree, the records are not sorted on the key.l7 Each 
entry consists of a key, a four byte sector number and a single byte disk 
il¥licator. 
Advantages: 

(1) Records are stored. sequentially. 'therefore the need for leaving extra 
space in the database pages and page splitting in the database are elim
inated. 

Disadvantages: 

(1) There is a oottle~gck at each level of the tree, identical to.that in the 
clustered B-tree. Since the unclustered tree is larger than the 
clustered version, the in-core storage would be a greater overhead and 
more disk dispersion of the index pages would be necessary. 

in the region of his/her vehicle registration. If not (the person has moved 
or lives near a regional border), the former or other region of registration 
is always known. Rarely will the entire data base have to be searched to ob
tain a vehicle record. If the region of registration.is ot:.her than that of 
the RCIP, the teller will merely enter the region number along with the VIN. 

17cf. the reference for clustered B-trees, 5.5.3. 

1~f. 5.5.2 Disadvantage (1). 
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Additional seeks are needed to obtain the NVRF recorq. If the key is 
either the VTN or the license plate number, five extra seeks are needed 
for a national index and four for regional indexes. 

I 

Extra storage is needed to house the index. Storage estimates depend on 
the byte length of the key chosen, as well as the sector size and the 
size of the data base, the latter of which are fixed at lKB and 150M 
reoords, respectively. 1.86GB, 2. 7GB and 3.4GB are required for the 
index depending on whether the license plate number, the thirteen byte or 
the seventeen byte VIN is used as the key. Because the reoords ate not 
clustered, an index page entry is needed for each record. Therefore the 
storage for the index is greater than for a clustered B-tree. 

(4) Also because of the lack of clustering, the records are unsorted in each 
sector, necessitating a sequential search for a record. 

5.5.4. Recommended Indexing for CIP usage 

CIPs are expected to have terminals which handle only numerics, and 
therefore the index to the database for CIP usage must be based on check 
numbers. Since 90 percent of a~l transactions will occur at CIPs, resulting 
in a large number of seeks per. second, the priority for CIP processing of the 
NVRF records is access effic5_ency. 'rtlerefore the retrieval scheme which 
minimizes the number of seeks was c;:hosen, i.e., hashi_ng., 

At least three scr~emes are reasonable, t\-JO 'for an integrated NVRF, 
for a segr.egated NVRF • 

(1) Hash to the NVRF Record (Integrated) 

one 

Since the placement of the NVRF records is determined by the hashing 
algorithm, it is imperative that a portion of the check number remain 
oonstant. 'l11e hashing algorithm would therefore include neither the 
current ~arter digit nor possibly the random digits. The address file 
generator 0 could assign the check numbers for the first quarter and 
merely alter the variable p:>rtion thereafter. The number of seeks needed 
for the CIP transaction is: 2 for the NVRF record read and write and l 
for the write required for disk backup, making a total of 3 seeks per 
transaction, assuming no sector overflows. Since NVRF record p:>sitions 
are determin~j by a hash on the check number, RCIP access to the file 
would utilize a secondary index based on the VIN or license plate number. 
Such a scheme is described in 5.5.5. 

(2) Hash to ~ file of NVRF record pointers. If it is necessary to generate 
completely new check numbers for vehicle records each quarter, the place
ment of the reoords in the file can be determined by a hash on another 
data element (the VIN or the license plate number}, and access via the 
check number can be implemented by hashing to an index file. The index 
file will contain a series of check numbers and pointers to the 
corresr:onding NVRF records. Each p:>inter will consist of a one byte disk 
indicator and a four byte sector number. The file itself will require 

19rntegrated and segregated NVRF schemes are discussed in Section 5.2. 
20cf. "Ration Check .Mdress File Module". 
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either 1.65GB or .2.85GB, depending on the storage form of the key. 21 The 
number of seeks needed for the CIP transaction is: 1 for the NVRF index 
file read, 2 for the NVRF record read and write, and 1 for the write 
required for disk backup, making a total of 4- seeks per transaction, 
assuming no sector overflow. Each quarter the address file generator 
would assign new check numbers to the vehicles and would update the_NVRF 
index. 

(3) Hash to the Check Reconci-liation Record (Segregated). If it is necessary. 
to keep CIP seeks/transaction to an absolute minimum and to generate com-
pletely new check numbers each quarter, the check reconciliation data ~ 
elements can be physically separated from the others and accessed by 
hashing on the check number. The number of seeks needed for a CIP tran-
saction 1s: 2 for the check reconciliation record read and write and 1 
for the write required for disk backup, bringing the total to 3 seeks per 
transaction, assuming no sector overflow. Each quarter the address file 
generator would recreate the check reconciliation file, assigning new 
check numbers to the vehicles, and up:1ating·each vehicle record's pointer 
to its check reconciliation record. 

5.5.5. Recommended Indexing for RCIP usage 
RCIP activity must depend on a data element other than the check number 

to access the data base. Since RCIP term~~als are alphanumeric, either the 
VIN or the license plate number can be used. 

Three schemes are listed, each corresponding to one of the CIP retrieval 
methoes. 

(1) If NVRF records are organized according to a hash function based on the 
check number, 23 then RCIPs '.«>Uld access the records by hashing (on either 
the VTN or license plate number) into an index of NVRF record pointers. 
Each entry in the index file contains one of the keys and a pointer to 
its corresponding NVRF record. The pointers consist of a one byte disk 
indicator and a four byte sector number. Th~ total size . of the file 
wou~_d be 1.8GB, 2. 7GB or 3. 3GB, depending on \<lhich data element was 
chosen as the key (license plate number, either of the storage forms for 
the VIN). 'rtle number of se.eks needed for a RCIP transaction is: 1. 2 for 
the NVRF index file read, 3.2 for the NVRF record read and write24 

(1ncluding a twenty percent teller entry·retry for the reads), 3.2 for an 
expected read and write on the continuation record;24 and 2 for the 
writes required for duplicate files, making a total of 9.6-seeks per 

2lcf. 5.3.1 (15) for a descripticn of the check n\Dber data element. 

22Th f h . . . A] l '1 . t e accuracy o t e VIN 1s m questlon. Booz _ en & Haml ton, 9£· c1_., 
Exhibit v. But license plate numbers are issued up to six weeks after the 
purchase of a new car. 

23 Cf 5.5.4 (1). 

24The disk sector must be reread because of the length of time (ten 
minutes) .required by the teller to process the transaction precludes storing 
the sector in main memory. 
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transaction, assuming no sector overflow, and excluding the 1.2 seeks 
needed for a p:>ssible address-zip code match. If RCIPs are offline, new 
vehicle registrations wouJ.d receive check numbers when the batch update 
of the NVRF was done. If online, they would be assigned during RCIP 
transaction processing. 

(2) If a vehicle's check number changes each quarter, and the database is 
consequently organized according to the VIN or the license plate 
number, 25 access to each NVRF record can be accomplished by a hash on o~e 
of the latter two data elements. 'ttle number of seeks needed for a RCIP 
transaction is: 3. 2 for the NVRF read and write, 26 assuming a twenty per
cent teller e':ltry retry for ~~h reads, 3. 2 for the read and write on the 
expected contmuation record, 2 for the NVRF record duplication, ·making 
a total of 8.4 seeks per transaction, excluding p:>Ssible sector overflow 
and 1.2 seeks for address-zip code matching. 

(3) If the check reconciliation portion of the NVRF is housed in a file 
separate fran the vehicle registration portion, the vehicle registration 
portion can be organized according to the VIN or license plate number. 
Access to it will be accomplished by hashing on one of those data ele
ments: access to the check reconciliation portion will be by a second 
p:>inter: The . numbe: of see~s needed for a. RCI~ transaction is: 3. 2 for 
the veh1cle reg1strat1on portlon read and wnte, 6 assuming a twenty per
cent teller entry retr2~ for all three reaas, 3. 2 for the check reconcil-
iation read and wr~~e, 3.2 for the expected read and write on the con
tinuation record, " 3 for all duplication, making a total of 12.6 seeks 
per transaction, excluding possible sector overflow and 1.2 seeks for 
address-zip code matching. 

For a RCIP transaction, new transactions would be handled in the same 
manner as in the hashing scheme in (1) above. 

25cf. 5.5.4 (2). 

2~e disk sector must be reread because of the length of time (ten 
minutes) required by the teller to process the transaction precludes storing 
the sector in main memory. 
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6. Data h::guisition r-t:>dule 

6.1. Generic Description 

Data Acqu.isitim ~e 

The Data Acquisition MOdule provides at least the initial data sources 
for the NVRF. Inp.Jts are the states' rMV files, augmented where possible by 
other sources such as the title files used by same states to maintain indivi~ 

dual records. This module is defined to consist of one or rore processing 
centers equipped to receive, account for, and ensure completeness of the data 
sets. This could be a continuing operaton, as the states send in updates on a 
regular basis; or, it could be a one-time ·function, with updates being gen
erated entirely .fran other modules in the system. The outputs fran this 
modu!e include the complete set of vehicle registration files for building the 
NVRF and perhaps sane feedback to the state DMVs to assist them in correcting 
their files. 

-- Inp.Jts 
State DMV files 
Auxilliary information from other sources 
Updates to state DMV files 

-- Outp.Jts 
Complete data set for 50 states and D.C. to NVRF 

- Function 

Receive, account for, and manage data input from states, and provide 
complete data set in machine readable form for the NVRF processing 
module. This may require data entry for states which cannot provide 
machine readable inputs. 

6. 2. Data Elements 
·The chapter entitled "File Organization" discusses which data elements. 

are to be acquired. 

6. 3. Frequency 
We are of the opinion that while in standby mode periodic updates from 

state DMV's should be processed. This will exercise porti.ons of the software 
(for updating the NVRF} thus providing some assurance of their correct opera-
tion. · 

6.4. ~isition from non-automated states 
The online RCIP system could be used to capture data fran states which 

are not presently computerized. 

6. 5. Costs 
Acquisition costs are similar for online, batch, centralized, or distri

b.Jted systems. Thus we have not generated independent estimates. ·The reader 
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should consult the oak Ridge report on centralized batch systems. 
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7. Data Integration/NVRF l\t:Xlule 

7.1. Generic Description 

Data Integratioo,INYRF Mcdule 

The Data Integration module creates and maintains the National Vehicle Regis
traton File (NVRF) using the data sets provided by the Data Acquistion module. 
Validation and correction of the records takes place in this module, using 
such techniques as ZIP code matching, VIN validation, duuplicate· detectiOn and 
resolution, and other error correction techniques. This module is responsible 
for integrating all sources of infonnation for maintaining the highest quality 
NVRF possible. Correction files can be provided to the state DMVs, if those 
?rganizatiD?s desire to use these files for updating their records. 

-- Inp.Its 
Data sets from the Data Acquistion module 
Updates and corrections from Data Acquisition, RCIP, and Reconci.lia
ti':)I1 modules 

-- Outputs 
The most current NVRF to the Ration Check Address File Module 
correction files to the states 

-- Function 

Maintain and validate the NVRF for the production of address files for . 
Ration Check Address File module. 

7. 2. Proposal 
We expect to integrate the RCIP functions with data integration. Thus 

RCIP transactions \'lOUld be irrrnediately checked for duplicate or inoonsistent 
VIN's; 'Also we would look up the city name in an in-oore table (to check 
speJling and to locate the hash table of street names and zip codes for that 
city). The street name \'lOUld be hashed to find a table (on disk) giving the 
zip codes ·for various street numbers. Unkn<:Mn addresses and other errors 
W)uJ.d generate error messages. Errors which could not be resolved by the 
clerk would be flagged in the database and written to a special error log for 
further investigation. 

Updates from DMV's will be processed (from tape) in a manner similar to 
RCIP transactions during slack periods. Same RCIP transactions (change of 
residence, transfer of vehicle ownership) will generate oorresponding ~TV 
transactions. Inconsistencies will be written to an error log for further 
investigation by DOE or DMV personnel. 

Unresolved errors which affect the zip code would cause the ration check 
to be issued as part of a segregated mailing. 
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7.3. Initial Creation 

we do not believe that it will be possible to create the NVRF by · simply 
treating all the 001 records as UJ;rlates and processing them using randan 
access the ·NVRF. '100 many seeks would be required. Instead it will be neces
sary to: 

(1) Sort the input files by address. 
(2) Rtm zip coding programs 

(3) Sort by VIN 

(4) Remove duplicates 

(5) Assign a check number to each VIN. 27 

(6) Build a secondary index based on VIN's or check numbers. 

{7) Sort by hash code of invariant portion of check number. (May be tmeces
sary if hashoode is simply the check number.) 

{8) Store vehicle registration records into the NVRF according to the hash 
· <Xlde of check number or VIN. 
The above assumes that we are using an integrated NVRF record consisting 

of a vehicle registration and check reconciliation portions, stored according 
to a hash code on the invariant portion of the check number assigned to .each 
VIN or the VIN itself28. 

If we employ a segregated NVRF in which vehicle registration records are 
stored separately according to a hash code calculated from the VIN, then the 
creation entails the following: 

{1) Sort input file by address. 
(2) Rtm zip coding programs. 

{3) Sort registration records on a key composed of the VIN hash code, fol
lowed by the actual VIN. 

(4) Remove duplicate registration records (for same VIN). 
(5) Store vehicle registration records in NVRF according to VIN hash code. 

The reader will note that the sorting involved in each proposal will 
assure us that only sequential file references will be needed. Thus we will 
avoid numerous time consuming disk seeks. 

7.4. Initial nuplicate Removal 

27The mawing from VIN to invariant portion of check number is not algo
rithmic because an algorithm would generate too long a check number to be con
veniently keyed in at a CIP terminal. 

28See the chapter "File Organization" for the rationale for such a file 
structure. 
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7.4.1. Using .a mini-NVRF 
If all the files are at one site removing duplicates fran a NVRF sorted 

by VIN is st::aightforward. If the number of duplicates anticipated is small, 
·and the final NVRF will not be sorted by VIN {or VIN hashoode), then it may be 
desirable to extract a mini-NVRF consisting of:_ 

(1) 'rtle VIN {including the year) 
(2) A unique record identfier 

(3) A transaction date to resolve which record should be kept 
'The mini-NVRF would then be sorted. Duplicates would be detected and a 

file of records which are to be rem6ved from the NVRF would be generated. 
This small file would be sorted in the final sort order of the NVRF and passed 
against the sorted NVRF as it is being loaded onto disk. This method should 
be more efficient, since it avoids an extra sort on the entire NVRF. 

7.4.2. ·Multi-site duplicate removal 

If the NVRF is physically distributed across multiple sites (e.g. 10 
federal regions) or at a single site, but on multiple machines (each serving a 
different geographic region), it may be undesirable to attempt to construct a 
monolithic sorted NVRF. 

In such case we would propose the following: 

Each site creates a sorted mini-NVRF with. duplicates rem:>ved, thereby 
saving a list of duplicates to be purged from the real NVRF. It is possible 
to detect duplicates across sites in either of two ways: 

(1) the mini-NVRF's are all sent to one site where they are merged together, 
duplicates detected, and lists of duplicates to be purged are prepared for 
each site. 

(2) the mini-NVRF's are split (on the VIN) into n pieces (where n is the 
number of sites). Each site receives one portion of the mini-NVRF from every 
other site (covering the same portion of VTN's). Then each site merges these 
n files, detects duplicates, and prepares n files of duplicates to be· removed 
from the NVRF. Each such file is then sent to the appropriate site. This 
process requires the handling of n squared tapes, but if n is small (say 10 
federal regions) this should not be a problem. 

7.5. Online Duplication Detection 
Sur:p:>se that .all duplicates have been successfully eliminated fran the 

NVRF, and there is an u];rlate to the database. If we kna-1 the location of the 
last registration, we can readily remove any duplicate record .that might 
arise. If we don't know the location of the previous registration (e.g. for 
ne\'1 cars), then either we: 
(1) 'Br-oadcast a query to all sites (expensive if there are many sites). 

(2) Maintain a micro-NVRF which records only the VTN and the site of regis
tration. Either the micro-~~ is stored at one site29 or it could be 
split it as described for the the mini-NVRF above. In either case we 
need only query the site where the micro-NVRF is stored, plus the site 
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where the vehicle is registered (if it was). 

29rt is fairly small (approx 3 gigabytes) and has a low access rate (mostly 
new car transactio~~, a fraction of all RCIP transactions). 
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·• •I 

8. Ration Check Address File Module 

8.1. Generic Description 

'!11is module uses the most ·current NVRF to produce the address files for 
the Ration Check Production module. · The NVRF records are iJsed to create files 
with only the informaton required for ration check printing and mailing and 
reconeliation. These records are sorted as required for optimal handling by 
the USPS. The task .will probably be handled over a period of 20 days30 in 
order to spread the \«>rk load of the. USPS, the CIPs, and the RCIPs over a 
period of time. It may be necessary to generate a unique identification code ... 
for ration check reconciliation in this module. 

Inputs 
The most current NVRF 
The allocation algorithm 

--Outputs 

Andress files to be sent to the Ration Check Production module and to 
the Reconciliation module -

Function 

The primary function of this module is to create address -files used 
for the printing and mailing of ration checks. Facilities for sorting 
the address files into proper sequence and providing staged address 
file subsets of a short period (20 days) are required. (see footnote 
below.) The address files are also used for ration check reconcilia
tion, and may require the generation of a unique identification code 
for that purpose. This module also calculates the number of gallons 
allocated to each individual and prints it on each ration check, using 
a prescribed formula based on variables like vehicle category, weight, 
or state. 

8. 2. Proposal 

We will dump the data base to tape every night. \~ile we are doing 
we will extract the appropriate portion 31 of the files to generate the 
portion of the address file for the next mailing. 

8. 2 .1. Integrated records 

this 
next 

If the reconciliation record, and the continuation record (if any) are 
stored in the same sector a..c; the vehicle registration record it is possible to 
immediately determine whether to issue a new check. The new check number can 
be generated and the sector rewritten on the next revolution of disk (while 
we are dumping the data base). 

30 . 
Twenty days for a startup scenario, 60 for normal scenarios. 

3~ive percent of the database for the startup scenario, 1.7% for normal 
scenarios. 
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8.2.2. Separate Records 

If the reconciliation record, continuation records and vehicle registra
tion record are not stored in the same sector, it wi 11 not be possible to 
determine immediately whether to issue a new check. It will then be necessary 
to collect all portions of the relevant records for processing the following 
day. 

The n'ext day these records are sorted by VIN, merged, and new check 
numbers are generated for eligible vehicles. The extracted records will be 
utrlated while the database is being dumped to tape. 

8.2.3. Sorting by ZIP 

During slack periods the following day, the extracted files will be 
sorted by ZIP code and address. 
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9. Ration Check Production 1\t>dule 
'nle Ration Check Production module prepares the actual printed check on 

preprinted, controlled stock. 'Itle ration check may be asingle or multiple 
form postcard, a self-mailer, or a check to be stuffed into an envelope. 
Whichever form is used, this module is responsible for maintaining a stock, 
controlling that stock, printing the checks as required and delivering the 
checks to the Mailing module. The address files will alr~ady be sorted 
appropriately, so that mechanical sorting of the printed checks will not be 
necessary. It may be the case that pre-encoded check numbers (using MICR or 
OCR techniques) will have to be read and recorded on the address files by this .. 
module for reconciliation purposes, in which case that function would not be 
done in the Ration Check Address File module. 

-- Inputs 

Ration check address files 
Preprinted paper stock for ration checks 

-- O'Jtr:uts 

Batches of printed checks to be sent to the Mailing module 

£Possibly) An updated address file with encoded check numbers to be 
sent to the Reconciliation module. 

Function 

This module produces the printed ration checks, sorted into proper 
order, , ready for mailing, handles all the required accounting for the 
paper stock, and possibly provides the Reconciliation module with the 
accounting files. 

' 

9. 1. Proposal 
We envision that the ·ration check issuance tapes will be sent out to 

another agency (Treasury) or contractor for printing. Whether or not the data 
processing is distributed should not affect the decision as to whethe~ the 
printing of the checks. would be Centralized or distributed. However, if pro
duction of the check issuance tape and check printing are not close together 
some additional delay (1 day or less) may occur). 

9.2. Printing Requirements 
We intend that check numbers be generated and printed on the checks. 

least same portion of the check number will not be sequential. Cf. 5.3.1 
for a description of the check number. 

9.2.1. OCR 

At 
(15) 

It would be possible to print the check numbers and gallonage on the 
check in OCR format. If offline reconciliation of checks is necessary, OCR 
readers could be used to recover this information. This is probably the pre
fered printing method. 
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9.2.2. MICR 

Magnetic ink encoded characters could be used for the . check number and 
gallonage. This would permit the use of industry standard MICR document 
readers for offline reconciliation. We have constrained check numbers to be 
all numeric, so alphabetics are not a problem. MICR printing is apparently 
more difficult and unreliable than OCR printing - especially when printing 
nonserial numbers. 

9.2.3. Other Printing Techniques 

It is possible to enter checks via keyboard to be. reconciled off-line. 
This option would only be attractive if the majority of the checks were recon
ciled online and it was decided that returned checks did not need to be 
recorded. 

It is doubtful that.this option would be desirable, in view of the modest 
savings over OCR printing and the possibility of large costs being incurred if 
substantial offUne reconciliation proved necessary. 

9.3. Costs 
The costs of check printing should be nearly invariant with respect to 

the organization of the data processing. See the Oak Ridge or Polk reports. 

9.4. Credit Cards 

The Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) proposal, and possibly the automatic 
cash dispenser proposal as well, will require the production, stuffing and 
mailing of same 15ffi1 credit cards. 

The entire annual u.s. credit card production capacity is only about 150 
million cards. Six months to year would be required to double capacity. 

Electronic Transfer of Funds costs are as follows: 

· Costs of Distributing 
Credit cards 

Item 

Card 
Embossing 
~1agnetic Encoding 

$/lK TOtal $ 

52 7.8!-1 
32 4.8H 
50 7.5M 

Note: We have assumed 150 million cards will be produced. 
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10. ~failing r.'bdule \ . 
I 

Mailing ~e 

The Mailing module receives presorted checks from the Ration Check Production 
module, performs accounting functions, and prepares the appropriate bunnles to 
be delivered to the USPS. Nondeliverable checks will be returned to this 
rocrlule for handling. Close coordination with USPS will be required to minim-· 
ize the ~rk load on the postal delivery system. 

Inputs 

Printed checks from Ration Check Production 

-- OUtputs 

Sorted checks to USPS 
Nondeliverable checks to Reconciliation module 

-- Function 

H~nole the accounting and control functions associated with delivery 
of ration checks in properly sorted ann packaged bundles to the USPS, 
including accounting for nondeliverable checks for reconcliation. 

lO.l. Proposal 

We expect that the mailing will be performed by the same outside agency 
or contractor that does the check printing. In any case, the organization of 
the aata processing should not greatly affect either the costs or design of 
this module. See the Polk or Oak Ridge reports. 

10.2. Cr.edit cards 

For creait ca!'ds we have the following cost estimates: 

Costs of Mailing 
Credit Cards 

Item 

Attaching to mailer 
inserting in envelope 
metering + mailing 

envelope 
postage 

$ /lK 'Ibtal $ 

50 7.5!1 

9 1. 3:i-1 
130 19.5H 

Notes: We have assumed 150M cards will be produced. We also assumed 13 cents 
postage on presorted first class mail. 
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11. Coupon Issuance Points 

11.1. Generic Description 

Coupal Issuance l'>ints 

The Coupon Issuance Points (CIPs) are responsible for exchanging valid ration 
checks for negotiable ration coupons. Because the coupons can 'be traded for 
money on the white market, the CIPs must be capable of the usual money
handling procedures, as is done in banks, post offices, etc. It is assumed 
that the CIPs will require identification consisting of a valid vehicle regis
tratioo, a driver's 1 icense, and perhaps sane other identification as well. 
cashed ration checks are sent to the Reconciliation Module daily or weekly. 
Procedures may require the stamping of the vehicle registration to prevent 
fraudulent use in the RCIP module. The various tasks possible for CIPs 
include a wide range of activities, but it is felt that the CIPs should have 
simple procedures and should be easily accessible to the public. On the orde::
of 40,000 CIPs are being considered. 

-- Inputs 

Ration checks, vehicle registrations, and other identification fran 
entitled individuals 
Controlled stocks of ration coupons 

- Outputs 

Ration coupons to individuals 
Ration checks returned to reconciliation module 

--- Function 

Exchange valid ration checks for ration coupons, performing the usual 
money-handling accounting and control procedures. 

11. 2. Scenario 

11.2.1. Offline 

The customer presents both a ration check and his/her vehicle registra
tion and driver's license to a CIP teller. The ration check contains an 
encoded description of the vehicle for which it is intended. If the three 
documents are. consistent, the teller records sufficient identifying a..mer 
information on the check and dispenses the ration coupons. Both the teller 
and the customer sign the ration check. 

11. 2. 2. Online 

The customer presents both his/her car registration, driver's license and 
ratioo check to the CIP teller. The teller

3
enters the check number, the 

numeric portion of the VIN (or the license plate) l and the allotment. If all 

32 If alphanumeric terminals are available at the CIPs, the entire license 
plate number would be entered. 
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' are contained on:·the same NVRF record, the teller gets a display of the two 
digit random response number, which should be checked against identical fig
ures on the ration check. The teller and the customer sign the check, and the 
teller dispenses the coupons. The CIP identification, the teller identifica
tion, the cur~ent date, and, if used, the current time, are entered into the 
NVRF record. 

If the check is fran another region, the teller must preface the check 
number with a region number. The check number will then map to the correct· 
regional data base. · 

There are several circumstances under which the CIP teller will direct 
the custaner to an RCIP office: 

{1) The special procedures byte is set, indicating sane unresolved irregular
ity in the previous quarter's check cashing transaction. The teller will 
be informed, and the custcrner must go to an RCIP for manual reconcilia
tion, e.g., a signature camparision. 

{2) The CIP identification, teller identification and a date have already 
been entered for this quarter, i.e., someone has already cashed a check 
with the same check number-VTN combination. 

{ 3) The check number, license number and VTN do not appear on the same NVRF 
record. 

{4) Used, nev, and unrecorded vehicles will require RCIP attention. 

11.3. Number of CIP teller windows. 
At three minutes per CIP transaction, twenty transactions cah be ccrn

pleted during one hour. Therefore the number of CIP §jller windows needed to 
carry the peak transaction load for all four scenarios is as follows: 

{1) Worst case startup schedule: 
180K telter wind<:Ms 

{2) Best case startup scenario: 
47K teller windows 

(3) Worst case normal schedule: 
60K teller windows 

{4} Best case normal schedule: 
18K teller wind<:Ms 

11.4. CIP Reconciliatjon 

11.4.1. Preventing a teller from disbursing 
rore coupons than are indicated on the ration 
checks cashed in 

Each teller is given a certain sequence of coupons at the start of 
his/her terminal session. At the end of the session, the sum of the value of 
the coupons remaining and the accumulated check allotments must match the 

33 Cf. 3.2 for the scenario assumptions. Note that we have assumed uniform 
population distribution across the country. 
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amount initially given out. 

11.4.2 •. Insuring that coupons are not disoorsed without 
entering the transaction into the computer 

Each day the system will create a file containing the total number of 
coupons disbursed by a CIP teller window. A CIP manager niay query the system 
to retrieve the total daily coupon disbursal for the CIP. If that total does 
not match a manual count of the allotment on all checks cashed, a log of the 
daily transactions may be obtained to determine which checks have not been 

~ entered. Assuming 18K to 180K CIP teller windows, the accumulators will con
sume between 36KB and 360KB of memory. 

'IWo basic schemes may be used to implement the log check, one being more 
labor intensive for the CIP personnel and the other requiring storage and more 
CPU processing time during working hours to maintain. 

For the former, the CIP manager simply queries each NVRF record by check 
number and receives a display of the check number, the VTN, the allotment, the 
date cashed ann the teller identification. The manager will then kna-1 which 
checks have not been entered, an(], since checks and leftover coup::>ns are 
returned together by the teller, wh~ch teller is responsible for the omission. 
It is estimatea

3
4hat there will be between 38 and 125 daily transactions per 

CIP teller window , i.e., that number of checks for the manager to enter. 
'!he process requires one disk seek for the check number lCXJkup, but that is 
done after working hours (assuming single shift operati~s). 

Under the latter scheme, rather than entering each check ~umber the 
manager would ask for a serial display of the check cashing information3~ and 
match it against the checks in hand •. For this method it would be convenient 
to have the transactions either accumulated by teller or sorted by teller 
before the display, since otherwise they would appear in the order of their 
occurrence. The latter scheme involves, for each CIP teller window, a system 
of pointers linking the daily transactions. Its implementation would require 
a series of ten byte entries,36 one for each transaction, a four byte pointer 
to the location for the next transaction entry, and a four byte pointer for 
each CIP teller wincb.'l indicating the location of its last entry. Assuming 
that there are 2.2~~ to 6.75M transactions per day, depending on a sixty or 

34 The variation in the number of daily CIP t~ller winch., transactions is 
due to the difference in the number of CIP teller windows required for peak 
transaction loads under the four schedule scenarios. Cf. 3.2. for the scenario 
assumptions and 11.3 for the CIP figures. The number of daily transactions 
for all four scenarios are: 

38 for worst startup, 
24 for best star.tup, 
38 for worst normal, 
125 for best normal. 

35 The check number,.the date of the transaction, the CIP/RCIP and teller 
identifications, and the quarterly gasoline allotment. Cf. 5.3.1 (15) through 
(19) for a definition of the data elements. 

36 Six bytes for the disk, sector and record numbers of the NVRF record in 
a transaction and four for the pointer to the previous entry for a particular 
CIP teller wi~~. 
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twenty day processing schedule. The daily transaction log will be between 
22.5MB and . 67. S."ffi. The I?Ointers to each last CIP window entry ~~11 take up 
between 180KB and 720KB, assuming 18K to 180K CIP teller windows. Periodi-
cally the daily transaction logs are dumped to tape. . ~ . 

·~.rJ:·. 5~ Terminal Configurations 

Bel~~ we discuss several plausible terminal configurations for each CIP 
teller windot~. 

11.5.1. Credit Verification TYPe Terminal Configuration 
We envision a terminal similar to those used for credit verfication. 

would have a numeric keyboard and 15-20 digit numeric display (probably 
emitting diodes). It would also have several special function keys. 
the terminal would look like a calculator. 

It 
light 
Thus 

The terminal ...nuld also contain a built-in 300 baud modem and a 
Data Access Arrangement (DAA) to connect to the phone line. It is expected 
that the terminals will be operated on polled multidrop private lines. 

Termi.nais of this type could be purchased for $400 each. r-1aintenance 
costs have been estimated at 1% of acquisition cost per month. 

Cost of CIP credit verification 
type terminals required for peak load 

Scenario number $ cost 

worst Case Startup 180K 72.CN 
Best Case Startup 47K 18.~1 
Worst Case NormaJ. 60K 24.0M 
Best case Nor.nal 17.85!< 7.14H 

11. 5. 2~ Transaction Telephone Terminals 
Bell Telephone leases a telephone wi th38 · 

(1) a·touch tone numeric pad 
(2) a 8 digit display 

(3) a magnetic strip credit card reader 
(4) a touch tone deccxler 

Maintenance 
$ cost/month 

720K 
188K 
240K 

72K 

These devices could be used as a CIP terminal on a public (dialup) tele
phone network. The CIP teller would insert. a credit card which would dial up 
the computer •. He would then insert a credit card from the client containing 
the check number and amount and enter the last few digits of the VIN. 

The advantages of the transaction telephone are: 

37 Cf. 11.2 for the counts for each scenario. 
38other vendors manufacture similar terminals. 
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(1) possible reduction in ccmmunications cost 

(2) faster, hence reduced labor costs and possibly sane reduction in the 
number of ter.minals needed. 

(3) fewer errors 
(4) somewhat more secure against naive forgers 

These terminals are presently tariffed at approximately $30 per month. · 
Each requires a separate phone line. 

Cost of CIP transaction telephone 
type terminals required for peak load 

(including maintenance) 

Scenario 

WOrst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
WOrst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

11.5.3. Automatic Teller Machines 

number 

180K 
47K 
60K 

17.85K 

cost $/mo 

5.4M 
1.4.~ 
1.8M 
.54~ 

These devices (made by !~·1 and others) accept magnetic strip credit 
cards, plus numeric key input, and dispense two denominations of bills (in our 
case ration cou};X>ns) • 

The devices presently cost $15,000 each. They would elilninate many 
CIP tellers and could remain open 16 hours {or more) per day. Thus fewer ter
minaJ_s w::>uld be needed. 

Normal practice is to mail out credit cards and pass'~"":.-:ds in separate 
mailings. Customers are required to present the credit caro to the credit 
card reader ann to key in the password (sometimes knotm as PIN - Personal 
Identification Number). This system is in use successfully by commercial 
banks. 

The lack of a signature offers opportunities for fraud. Vehicle owners 
could deny that they received the credit card and password, suggesting that 
someone else had obtained the credit card and password and used it to take the 
coupons. Wi~hout a signature it would be difficult to prove non-receipt. A 
similar problem arises after the system is in operation, in that a vehicle 
owner could claim that the credit card, ~d password were stolen. But in this 
case, the public could be warned that they should keep the password and credit 
card apart and that losses resulting from simultaneous theft would not be made 
good. 

'Mle alleged mail intercept fraud would be attacked by spacing the bro 
mailings far enough apart (one month) and demanding that the public re};X>rt any 
claim of nonreceipt of credit card before the passwor9s are mailed out. 

It is not clear that the public would accept the re};X>rting demands, or 
the denial Of claims due to simultaneous theft of credit card and password. 
Gas rationing, unlike bank credit cards, is not a voluntary system. Further
more the risk of fraud will be greater, since bank credit cards are normally 
on!y sent to citizens with excellent credit ratings. Such persons have !ess 
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incentive and more to lose by engaging in petty fra~d than other segments of 
the pop..Ilation. 

One possible solution is to build a hybrid system, in which vehicle own
ers could choose whether they preferred checks or credit cards with the atten
dant regul~tions. 

Clearly automatic teller machines will be cheaper than human tellers if 
gas rationing continues for a long period of time. HCMever, to· construct and 
insta~.l this number of machiryes would require ·that large sums of capital be 
committed several years before the system went into full operation. Such a 
decision would only be warranted if DOS were fairly certain·that gas rationing 
\\Uuld be adopted. 1.. 

Cost of CIP automatic cash dispensing 
terminals required for peak load l 

Maintenance 
Scenario number $ cost $ cost/month 

Best Case Startup 47K 705!-1 • 71H 
Best Case Normal 17.85K 268H .27H 

11.5.4. Labor Costs for CIPs 

ile have 135!-1 CIP transactions which will require 3 minutes each 
cess. Clerical labor and overhead is estimated at $10.50 an hour39 
wlll require at least 6. 75M man hours ($7:1N) of labor per quarter. 

to pro
Thus we 

If we staff teller windCMs to accanmodate peak loads at any time we would 
double these figures for the best case scenarios, and quadruple them for the 
worst case scenarios. variable staffing (by time of day) would probably be 
desirable. 

39~· f. · k f h o k ·a s · 1 4 1 ~11lS 1gure 1s ta en ram t e a R1 ge Report, ect1on • • • 
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ICIP Scenarios and Terminal Omfiguratioos 

12. RCIP SCenarios and Terminal Configurations 

12.1. '111e General RCIP SCenario 

RCIP activity consists of all ration check -redemption operations other 
than the normal situation of showing all proper identification and receiving 
coupons for a vehicl~0for which no coup:>ns have been previously dispensed for 
the current quarter. The identification requirements are more flexible for 
RCIP than for CIP transactions. The vehicle identification or a temporary 
facsimile issued to new cars as well as a driver's license are always manda
tory; rut a custcmer may not always be in possession of a ration check. In 
all RCIP cases a search for the NVRF record is accanplished through an index 
on either the VTN or the license plate number41, the special pr~edures byte 
is set to a value indicating the irregularity which has occurred , -and, just 
as in CIP transactions, the RCIP teller and the customer sign the new check. 
If there has never been an irregularity for a particular VIN and if the custo
mer has a proper vehicle registration and driver's license, he/she is given 
the number of ration coupons indicated in the allotment data element in the 
NVRF record or calculated fran the vehicle classification, regardless of the 
transaction difficulty. 

The same RCIP activities take place, and the same data elements are col
lected, whether the RCIP processing occurs online or offline. If online, the 
entire transaction is completed while t~e customer is at the teller window. 
If offline, the information checking and recording aspects are performed via 
batch processing. 

12. 2. Specific RCIP SCenarios 

12.2.1. '!'he custcmer has not received a ration check 
The new check number used, the current date, the RCIP identification and 

the teller identification, along with any information ab::>ut the vehicle or 
customer which differs from the NVRF record, is recorded. If the NVRF record 
is contiguous, the data is written onto a continuation record; if the check 
cashing portion is physically separate from the owner and vehicle identifying 
flOrtion, the information is split between a ne\o~ record in the former and a 
continuation record in the latter. 

\ 

12.2.2. New cars 

A completely new NVRF record is created; all cashing information is 
recorded. Often the license plate number for the new vehicle is not available 
for up to six weeks after the date of'purchase. If the RCIP index is based on 
this data element, the new owner will have to return to an RCIP to update the 
vehicle's record. 

40For a description of the "normal situation", i.e., CIP ration check 
redemption, Cf. 11.1. 

41AJ_ternative indexes exist because of still unresolved disadvantages to 
both data elements. The reliability of the VIN is in question and license 
plate numbers are issued up to six weeks after the purchase of a vehicle. 

42cf. 5.3.1 (21) for a description of the data element. 
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12.2.3. Used cars 

A new set of NVRF vehicle and owner inf~~tion and check cashing infor
mation is recorded on a continuation record. 'ltle former owner's data will be 
eliminated after reconciliation with the DMV. There will be no transferabil
ity of the ration check and no pro rata dispensing of ration coupons for used 
cars. ·It will be assumed that coupon negotiation between seller and buyer 
will have been part of the sale. The only exception will be if the seller has 
oot cashed the ration check for the quarter. In this case the check will be 
voided, and a new check issued to the buyer. 

12.2.4. Check number/YIN mismatch \'lhich was detected at a CIP 

The differing check nUmber and any information about the vehicle or owner 
which differs from the original NVRF record is recorded-on a continuation 
record. 

12.2.5. Nb vehicle record in the NVRF for the VTN 
The procedure follCMed is identical to that for new cars. (12.2.2). 

12.2.·6. 'rtle quarterly check has already 
been cashed for the VIN 

This is the only scenario in which no ration coup:>ns will be dispensed on 
the first occurrence. 

12.2.7. Any of the above situations occurring 
nore than once ~ quarter 

~ 

Presumably the rl-1V has reconciled any conflicting or duplicate data. The 
~~er's identification must match the information· in the NVRF record; if it 
does not, no courx:>ns will be dispensec. ~e vehicle owner must rectify the 
DMV's vehicle records •. 

12. 3. Number of RCIP Teller NindCMS Needed 

ASsuming ten minutes for each RCIP transaction, six transactions can be 
completed in one hour. At this rate the number of RCIP te!ler windows needed 
to handle peak transaction loads for all four schedule scenarios44 is as fol
lCJf.YS: 

(1) Worst case startup scenario: 
66.7K teller windows 

(2) Best case startup schedule: 
17 .3K teller windc:Ms 

( 3) ~~rst case normal schedule: 
22K teller windows. 

(4) Best case normal schedule: 
6.67K teller windows. 

43or split between a continuation record ann a new transaction record. Cf. 
5.4.5. 

44cf. 3.2 for a scenario description. 
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12.4. RCIP 'Reconciliation 

Teller fraud would be controlled using the system which was described for 
CIPs in sect!gn 11.4. The latter of the two schemes i2rll.4.2 would add from 
13KB to 133KB for accumu1~7or storage, 2.5MB to 7.5MB 0 for the' transaction 
log, and from 27KB to 267KB for ,RCIP pointers. 

12.5. RCIP Terminal Configuration 
We envision that each RCIP teller will have an intelligent CRT terminal, 

with screen editing, and builtin encryption box and 1200 baud full 
duplex modem to query and up1ate the NVRF. I 

Encryption is needed to satisfy security and privacy issues and intelli
gence will be required to manage the encryption box. The use of a buffered 
terminal with screen editing on a multi-drop line should provide savings on 
cammunications costs. In addition, local editing will protect the clerk from 
p:>ssible slCM resp:>nse fran the canputer. 

A terminal of this type would cost about $3,000 apiece. None are 
presently on the market. 

Cost of RCIP CRT terminals 
required for peak load 

·Scenario number purchase 
cost in $ 

Norst Case Startup 66.7K 200.0:.1 
Best Case Startup 17.3K 51.9n 
Worst Case Normal 22.0K 66. ~-1 
Best Case Normal 6.67K 20.(r1 

maintenance 
cost in $/mo 

1.33M 
.43H 
.44M 
.17H 

Assumptions: $20/month maintenance charge per terminal during normal working 
hours (worst case schedules). $25/mo for extended hours (best case 
schedules). $20/rnonth is what D:OC charges to maintain a VT100 termina~. 

12. 6. Labor Costs for RCIPs 

These costs are the similar to those for CIPs except that there are 
approximately 15 million transactions, 10 minutes each, yielding 2.5 million 
man hours ($26 mi 11 ion) per quarter. · 

45depending on the number of RCIP teller windows. Cf. 12.3. 
46depending on the daily transaction load, which in itself is a factor of 

the mailing schedule. 
47again, depending on the number of RCIP teller windows. Cf. 12.3. 
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13. Reconciliation Module 

The Reconciliation module provides for detailed ration check reconciliation, 
duplicate payment detection, fraudulent check alteration and replicaton detec
tion, and update infonnation for the Data Integration/NVRF module. A report 
(or file) is sent to the Audit/Enforcement module for handling exceptions. 
'n1e reconciliation procedu.re involves matching cashed checks with mailed 
checks. In cases where mailed checks are cashed and RCIP registration exists 
for the same vehicle, Audit/Enforcement is notified of a possible fraud. In 
cases where mailed checks are not cashed after a certain period, that record 
may be removed from the NVRF under the assumption that the vehicle no longer 
exists, or at least no longer requires ration rights. The reconciliation pro
cess is the only mechanism for detecting and reducing fraud. 

In:pJts 

Ration Check Address File 
Nondel5.verable checks 
Cancelled checks 
RCIP registration forms 

-- Out:pJts 
UpJate/correction files to Data Integration,INVRF 
Exception cases to Audit/Enforcement 
(Possibly) usage data to Allocation 

Function 

Reconcile cashed checks with mailed checks and provide fraud detection 
and NVRF updates and corrections. 

The Audit/Enforcement and Allocation modules are outside the scope of ·· this 
study. Only the interfaces to the Reconciliation module need concern us here, 
and the fact that the Allocation module provides input to the Ratiori Check 
A1dress File module for determining the number of gallo~s allocated to each 
individual according to the allocation algorithm. 

13.1. Proposal 

13.1.1. Online CIPs We expect to perform reconciliation online at CIPs. see 
the chapter on Coupon Issuance Points and the chapter on File Organization. 

Clearly sane checks will be processed offline. 
keyed (as if from a CIP) or read by document readers 
was used). 'I11e data processing would proceed as if 
cashed at a CIP. 

13.1.2. Offline Reconciliation 

This could either be 
(if MICR or OCR printing 
the check were being 

Offline reconciliation (if CIPs are not online) is quite similar to that 
for centralized batch systems. See the Polk and Oak Ridge reports. 
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The reader should note that we do not need to physically sort the checks. 
It will be sufficient to have an index to the location of the check (or its 
photograph) should fraud investigations require it be examined. 

At most one might run checks twice through a document reader. Once to 
record the check numbers (and amounts). This data could be sorted and checked 
against the check issuance tape. On the second pass through the document 
reader, bad checks could ~ extracted. 
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14.1. Network Configuration 

14.1.1. Intersi'te Configuration 

Networking 

The network is configured as ten computer sites, one in each federal 
region. These sites are inter-connected with 17 links, one link betWeen each 
pair of adjacent regions, with an additional link between New York and Chicago 
(to prevent a~l New England inter-site traffic fran having to go through Phi
ladelphia to the rest of the country). This configuration is shown on the map 
on the next page: Airline Mileages (the basis for line charges) are shCMn 
belCM: 

Boston - N.Y. 
N.Y. - Philadelphia 
N.Y. - Chicago 
Philai]elphia - Atlanta 
Philadelphia - Chjcago 
Atlanta - Chicago 
Atlanta - Dallas 
Atlanta - Kansas City 
Chicago - Kansas City 
Chicago - Denver 
Dallas - Kansas City 
Dallas - Denver 
oanas - Sa11 Francisco 
Kansas City - Denver 
Denver - San Francisco 
Denver - Seattle 
San Fra11cisco - Seattle 

17 lines 

14.1.2. Regional Configurations 

220 
90 

750 
670 
670 
590 
730 
690 
420 
920 
450 
560 

1510 
560 
980 

1050 
750 

11,610 

Figure 14.1 

From each site, a number of lines will go to concentrators which are 
located throughout each region, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. 
Fr~ the concentrators, multi-drop lines will be run to the individual termi
nals. 
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9600 or 4800 baud lines 
(20 to 40 per region) 

Concentrators 
(20 to 40 per region) 

300 and 1200 baud lines 
(30 to 80 lines per concentrator) 

Multi drop terminals 
(1 0 per 1 i ne) 

Figure 1. 
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The number of concentrators is chosen to minimize line costs as described in 
Sectioo 14. 6. 'rtle oost of ooncentr a tors is assumed to be approximately $600 
per line for CIP terminals and $1000 per line for RCIP terminals. (Typical 
concentrator costs are $400 to $600 per line. The upper end of this range is 
used since multi-drop lines are somewhat more canplex to interface. For RCIPs 
the cost includes local intelligence for automatic forms generation for the 
terminals.) 

Multi-drop lines are assurnen for the terminals since this will provide 
significant savings in mi.leage and termination charges. For up to ten termi
nals, CIPs will receive acceptable service from 300 baud lines and RCIPs will 
receive acceptable service from 1200 baud lines. 'rtle marginal cost reduction 
achieved in multi-drop lines is largest for the first few terminals per line 
and is very small beyond 10 terminals per line. We will consider 10 terminals 
per line in this study. 

14.2. Transaction Sizes 

14.2.1. CIP Transactions ---
Each CIP transaction requires one message a~d one reply. CIP messages 

are assumed to contain 20 characters of information fran terminal to site and 
5 characters from site to terminal. CIP messages from site to site and from 
site to concentrator are assumed to require 18 characters of'overheau for each 
message in each direction. This includes 9 bytes of header and 9 bytes for 
ack~1ledgement for each message. This i.s a minimum value estimated from the 
X.25 protocol. Each CIP transaction will thus generate 38 characters of 
traffic, inbound. CIP messages be~1een concentrator and terminal are assumed 
to require 30 characters of overl')ead per message. For 3 minute transactions, 
ten terminals per line, each line has 3.3 transactions per minute, requiring 
165 characters (in each direction) over a line capable of 30 * 60 = 1800 char
acters per minute. This is less than 10% line utilization and will provide 
gco:] resp:>nse. Overheao between concentrator and terminal is not critical 
since these lines are not near saturation. 

14.2.2. RCIP Transactions 

Each RCIP transaction is assumed to consist of an inqu5.ry (small mes
sage), a reply (large message), an update (large message) and a response 
(small message). 9nall messages are assumed to be SO characters and large 
messages are assumed to be 400 characters. Including overhead (18 
characters/message), each RCIP transaction will generate 486 characters of 
traffic in each direction. 'rtlis figure applies for site to site and site to 
concentrator messages. 

For concentrator to terminal transactions we must add in the · effects of 
screen formatting which is supplied by the concentrator. Ne assume that this 
will double the actual number of characters sent to the terminal and back, 
i.e. 1000 characters in each direction. If 10 RCIP terminals share a multi
drop line and each generates a transaction every 10 minutes then the transac
tion rate per line is 1 per-minute or 1000 characters/minute. The line capa
city is 120 characters/second * 60 = 7,200 characters/min. This is 14% line 
utilization and will provide good response. 
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14.3. Intersite Traffic 

we arbitrarily assume that 10% of all transactions will involve intersite 
c:x:mnunicatioo. ('!he total corrrm.mications cost is not very sensitive to inter
site traffic rates, since the intersite network is only a small part of the 
total network.) we assume each transaction requires only one hop, since all 
adjacent sites are directly connected. Multi-hops are allowed but are assumed 
to be only a very small fraction of the single hop traffic and are ignored 
here. 

14.4. Communication Oosts 
Since the terminals in the network are widely qispersed, few links could 

economically use lines of capacity higher than 9600 baud. Our cost estimates 
are based on 9600 baud (or less) lines exclusively. These lines cost 
$.52/month per mile and $40/month per termination. 9600 baud modems cost 
$256/month per termination. 4800 baud moderns cost $135/month per termination. 
2400 baud mo1erns cost $60/month per termination. 1200 baud modems cost 
$42/month per termination. 300 baud modems cost $12/month per termination. 

14.5. Intersite Communications 

Intersite mileages are shown in Table 14.1. 
p:>sed. 

Seventeen links ar~ pro-

Char-acter rates are derived fran section 3.2.5 \'lith CIP transactions 
requiring 38 character.s and RCIP transactions requiring 486 characters. For 
example, \',Orst case startup G\CS) CIP transactions requires 

1000 (tra~actionsjsec.) * 10% * 38 = 3800 character/second. 

If these transactions are evenly distributed over 17 links then each link 
requires 

3800/17 = 224 characters/second 

for the worst case startup. Each link can support 9600/8 = 1200 
characters/second. We will assume a 50% lin~ efficiency ana use 600 
characters/second as a line capacity. Then the worst case startup CIP tran
sactions require 224/600 = 37% of line capacity. 
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CIP d1aracters/Second/line 
RCIP Characters/Second/line 
TOtaJ Characters/Second/line 
Baud rate required 
% of line capacity 
Cost/year 

lCS 
224 
314 
538 

9600 
89% 

$192K 

ocs 
58 
83 

141 
2400 

96% 
$112K 

Vl:N 
75 

106 
181 

4800 
60% 

$143K 

OCN 
22 
31 
53 

1200 
72% 

$105K 

Networking 

The cost for mileage and terminations does not vary with line speed up to 
9600 baud. Thus: 

MUeage 
Terminations 

11610 * .52 * 12 = $72K/year 
17 * 2 * 40 * 12 = 16K/year 

88!</year 

'Ib this figure must be added the cost of modems, e.g. 

Modems (9600) 17 * 2 * 256 * 12 = $104K/year 

If the regional computers were centralized, with each regional site 
becoming a super-concentrator, then the intersite communications costs wou~d 
be as follCMS (assi..tming Kansas City as a central site): 

Mileages (Airline) 

Kansas - Boston 1260 
Ka'1sas - N.Y. 1110 
Kansas - Philadelphia 1050 
Kansas --Atlanta 690 
Kansas - Chicago 420 
Kansas - Dallas 450 
Kansas - Denver 560 
Kansas - San Francisco 1540 
Kansas - Seattle 1520 

9 links 8600 
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Inter-Regional Communications Costs for Centralized Computers (9 Link$) 
With Regional Concentrators 

w:s 
CIP 

Char /Sec/Region 3800 
Lines/Region .6.3 

RCIP 
Char/Sec/Region 5345 
Lines/Region 8.9 

Total 
Char/Sec/Region 9146 
Lines/Region 15.2 

Cost/Year $1,856K 
For each set of lines the cost is: 

mileage 8600 * .52 * 12 
termination 9 * 2 * 40 * 12 
modems 9 * 2 * 256 * 12 

'IOTA.T ... 

ocs 

988 
1.6 

1409 
2.3 

2397 
4.0 

$464K 

= $54K 
= 7K 
= SSK 

$115K 

w:N 

1265 
2.1 

1798 
3.0 

3063 
5.1' 

$696K 

OCN 

376 
.6 

535 
.9 

911 
1.5 

.$232K 

Multiply by the number of lines requ:red to obtain the total cost. We 
;o.'Ould expect sane econanies of scale but cannot quantify them here. Non
recurring costs (regional concentrators) are not included in this estimate, 
but would be approximately 10% of the annual recurring costs. 

For same configurations, the concentrator lines could be run directly to 
a central location without using regional concentrators. In that case, no 
additional terminations, modems, or concentrators would be required, only the 
mlleage charges wouJ.d apply. Hi leage cpsts for this plan are $54K per line. 
The number of lines required i~ taken from the site to concentrator analysis. 

Inter-Regional Communications Costs 
for Centralized Cdmputing 

Without Regional Concentrators 

.Char/Sec/Region 
Lines/Region 
.Added Cost/Year 

Ttl:S 
9146 

33 
$1,782K 

ocs 
2397 

13 
$702K 

\CN 
3053 

16 
$864K 

14.6. Number of Concentrators Needed 

OCN 
911 

7 
$378K 

For mathematical tractability, we assume a uniform population distribu
tion, equal areas and population !_:1 each of the regions, ccmpact shapes for 
each of the regions, and regional sites at the centroid of. each region. 
(Alaska ann Hawaii, especially, violate these assumptions.) 

For each regional site, let N be the number of concentrators and T be the 
number of terminal multi-drop lines (=number of terminals /10), which is given 
in Section 3.5. For a region of area A, the average length of N lines from 
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the center to cover the area uniformly at N locations is approximately 0.35 * 
"A. (The area of the United States is approximately ~,500,000 square miles.) 

In order to select the number of concentrators, N, we seek to minimize 
those costs which depend on N. 

The 'regional costs (which depend on N) are: 

Site to Concentrator: 

N * (mileage costs + termination costs} 

Concentrator to Terminal: 

T * (mileage costs) 

FOr concentrator to terminal communications the termination and concen
trator port costs do not vary with the number of concentrators. The mileage 
varies as a function of area covered, which is in turn a function of the 
number of concentrators N. 

Site to Concentrator: 

N * (.35 *"A * .52 + 2 * 40 + 2 * 256) 

Concentrator to Terminal: 

T * (.35 *"A/N * .52) 

A = regional area = 350,000 square miles 

"A = 590 miles 

total variable costs = N * (108 + 592) + T * 103 AJN 
differentiating and setting to zero: 

700 + T * 108 * (-1/2) N**(-3/2) = 0 

N**(-3/2) = 700/(T*l08*1/2) = 13/T 

N = (T/13)**(2/3) 

If 4800 baud lines are used then the optimum selection of N is 

N = (T/8.48)**(2/3) 

FOr Tl CIP lines and T2 RCIP lines with N concentrators, the required 
line speed is 

transactions/sec* characters/transaction* 8 bits/char. I 
-------------------------------·····--------------------------- I N 

50% line utilization I 
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where transactions/sec = 

ft lines * 10 

ft seconds/transaction 

SUbstitutirg,, required line speed = 

T2 * 10 . )) * 38 * 8 + -------- * 486 * . 8 N 
600 

.5 ----:s----
= (33.777 * Tl + 129.6 * T2) IN 

14.~ ~egional Site to Concentrator to Terminal Communications 
· The regiooal canmunication costs are canp:>sed of the follo.ving elenents: 

concentrator lines 
mileage charges 
local loop charges 
modem charges 

concentrators 
concentrator ports 
CIP ports 
RCIP parts 

terminal lines 
mileage charges 
local loop charges 
C IP modem 
RCIP modem 

$ .52/mile/month 
. $40/month 
$256/month 

$600 each 
$600 each 

$1000 each 

$ • 52/mHejmonth 
$40/month 
$12/month (300 baud) 
$42/month (1200 baud) 

Term~.nal line costs will not include modem costs at the terminal ends, as 
these costs are included in the terminal costs. 

From Section 14,.6, site to concentrator lines c6st mileage plus local 
1.oop plus modem costs: 

N (. 35 *~A .* • 52 + 2 * 40 + 2 * 256) = 
N * $700/month = N * $8,400/year 

or N * $458/month = N * $5500/year (4800 baud) 

Where N is the number of concentrator lines per region. 

Concentrators cost: 

N * 600·+ {# CIP lines) * 600 + (# RCIP lines) * 1000 
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The concentrator to terminal line cost consists of a concentrator to dis
tribution point mileage for each group of 10 terminals plus local loop plus 
modem and a distribution mileage for each of 10 terminals plus local loops. 
CIP and RCIP terminal lines are treated separately. · 

FOr Tl CIP lines (=iCIP terminals /10) cost = 

Tl * (108}JN + 40 + 1~ + 10 * (108/~Tl + 40)) 

for T2 RCIP lines cost = 

T2 * (108A/N + 40 + 42 + 10 * (108/~T2 + 40)) 

'nlese are reg5.onal monthly costs. 
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Regional Cr.mnunication Costs (9600 Baud lines) 

Scenario ~s :OCS_ VCN OCN 

i Lines 
CIPs 1800 470 600 179 
RC!Ps '667 173 220 67 
'!UrAL 2467 643 820 245 

i Concentrators 
N = 
{T/13)**(2/3) 33 13 16 7 

Line speed 
required 4500 3000 3100 2100 

Concentrator Line 
Costs {annual) 
N*$8,400/year $277,200 $109,200 ' $134,000 $59,000 

Concentrator 
Fixed 
Costs 
N*600+T1*600+ 
T2*1000 $1,800,000 $500,000 $600,000 . $180,000 

Termi_nal Li.ne 
Costs 
(annual) $15,000,000 $4,200,000 $5,300,000 $1,800,000 

National Costs 
Per Year 
10* 
(Concentrator 
line ann 
terminal 
line costs) $153,000,000 $43,000,000 $54,000,000 $18,000,000 

National Fixed 
Costs 
10* 
concentrator 
fixed costs $18,000,000 $5,000,000 $6,000,000 $1,800,000 

_,_ 
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Regional Communications .Costs (4800 baud lines) 

Scenario i'l:S ocs \eN 

i Lines 
CIPS 1800 470 600 179 
RCIPS 667 173 220 67 
'!UTAL 2467 643 820 246 

:ft Concentrators 
N = 
(T/8.5)**(2/3) 44 18 21 9 

Line speed 
Required 3400 2200 2400 1700 

Concentrator Line 
Costs (annual) $242,000 $99,000 $116,000 $50,000 
N*$5500 

Concentrator Fixed 
Costs $1,770,000 •$466,000 $593,000 $180,000 

N * 600+ 
Tl * 600+ 
T2 * 1000 

Terminal line 
Costs/year $15,000,000 $4,200,000 $5,300,000 $1,700,000 

National Costs 
Per year 
10* (concentrator 
line + terminal 
line costs) $152,000,000 $43,000,000 $53,800,000 $17,900,000 

National Fixed 
Costs 
lO*Concentrator 
fixed costs $18,000,000 $4,700,000 $5,900,000 $1,800,000 

r 
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15. Har&·1are Configurations 

In this chapter we will discuss the hardware configurations for the 
regional (or central) comPuter centers. We will discuss the matter in 5 

. separate sections. 

(1). Horkload estimation 

(2) Central processors 

(3) Disks 

(4) Tapes 

(5) Front End Processors for communications 

15.1. 'i"lorkload Estimation 

•,r0 have estimated the CPU workload by comparing the prorosed system to a 
typical airline reservations application running under IBW s transaction prcr 
oessing operating system ACP. 

An average airline reservation transaction requires 10 disk seeks 
(incl_uding up:lating duplicate files) an(] sane 15,000 instructions. Iff·l sug
gesU><3 that CPU require11ents scale roughly linearly with the number of disk 
s~ks. Host of the CPU instructions are systems code for communications and 
r;lt:: syste.'TI operati.on. Airline specifications require that 90% of all tran
sactions be processed in I..Inder 1 second. There are I:B-1 3033's running in pro
duction environments at 215 transactionsjsecona48 . If th~ !Iypervisor (a vir
tuaJ_ machine mon~_tor) is run, to permit batch operations under a copy of HVS 
on the same machine as ACP, then aoout 10% more CPU cycles are required by ACP 
for the same \·lorkload. ·l7e shall assume that -we will run the Hypervisor on our 
production machines. 

. J3unning IB.'··l' s standan1 sofbvare (CICS/HVS) results in a 
tlor: 1.n performance. 

ten-fo"_d recluc-

lS.l.l. CIP ana RCIP Transactions 

An RCIP transaction should require aoout as much processing as an airline 
transaction. A CIP transaction is much s.impler and it is estimated that it 
will requ5.re no more than • 5 as much processing as ari airline transaction. 

~ve shall discuss on1y the case where the vehicle records are integrated 
with the check reconciliation reoords (physically contiguous). vve shall also 
assume that vehicle records are stored acoording to a hash code calculated 
fran an invariant p::>rtion of the check number. Thus CIP queries (on check 
number) can hash directly to the relevant record. RCIP queries. on VINs. must 
first hash to an index entry which points to the vehicle recorc149. An RCIP 
transaction vlill entail 11.2 seeks5D as folla.vs: 

--4~i ;l~ut the ~-Iypervisor. I~t estimates of capacity are 20% higher.. Ne 
sha]J_ use the observed performance capabilities. 

49 See the chapter "File Organization". 
50 Ass1..t11ing duplicate files, 9.2 seeks/transaction if no duplicate files 

are kept. 
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{1) 1.2 seeks to hash into the VTN index51 

(2) 1.0 seek to retrieve the integrated vehicle registration ana check recon
ciliation record. 

{3) 3.0 seeks to reread and rewrite the vehicle record and its duplicate. 

(4) 1.0 seeks to fino the continuation of the vehicle record, assuming it is 
on a different page. 

(5) 3.0 seeks to reread and r~~rite the continuation of the vehicle record 
and its dupJicate, again assuming a page different from the main recoro. 

(6) no seeks to look up the city name as it will be kept in main memory. 

(7) 1.2 seeks to look up the street name and number to get the zip,code (See 
footnote) 

(8) 0.8 seeks = reads generated by the 20% of alJ. transactions •,.;hich must be 
retried. 

A CIP transaction will involve 3. 2 seeks:i2: 

(1) 1.2 seeks to find the check record (by hashing). (See footnote) 

(2) 2.0 seeks to rewrite the check record (and its duplicate). 

Note: The vehicle (and continuation) -records must be reread because we 
can not afford to keep all of these disk sectors in memory for the ten 
minutes require•'J for the teller to process the RCIP transaction. Ke have 
pessimistically assumed that h'e will always encounter a continuation 
record. 

Disk Seeks per Transaction 

Transaction 
Type 

RCIP 
CIP 

15.2. Central Processors 

15. 2 .1. }:'"tEe of machine 

15.2.1.1. Minicarp.tters (16 bit) 

Seeks 
With 

Duplicate 
Files 

11.2 
3.2 

Seel<s 
\'lithout 

Duplicate 
Files 

9.2 
2.2 

At least one vendor (Tandem) sells a fau1_t toler.ant transaction pro
~ssing systan built of multiple 16 bit word size minicanputers. several 
financia~. institutions use such systems {by Tandem and other vendors). 

5lwe have allCMed a generous .2 seeks 
flCMS. 

52 Assuming duplicate files are 
seeks/transaction. 
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For example, the Bank of America has a system with 9,000 terminals and 30-40 
transaction/second capability. 

) 

One advantage of such a system is its modularity. These systems 
can be readily configured to handle different workloads in different 
regions. Incremental capacity increases are straightfonmrd. Because of 
the· .•multiplici ty of. processors the amount of harC\vare used as spares can be 
reduced. 

·There a~e several disadvantages to mini-based systems. In general the . 
software supplied on such systems is not as good as that provided on large 
mach:nes. Furthermore, the small address space, typically 65,000 bytes, will 
:fX)se awk\-lard problems for sane applications programs. Programs •t~ritten in 
IB!I1 370 assembler (such as VINA) will not run on these machines. Lastly, 
these machines generally do not have 6250 bpi tape drives \·lhich are needed 
to efficiently backup the data base and generate print tapes. 

We expect to see transaction processing rates of 1-2.5 
transactions/second per ·processor (assuming front end processors). This 
number comes fran discussion with Bank of America personnel. SJ Assuming a 
$40,000/CPU cost based on typical TAND:El-1 prices, this ccmes to about $20,000 
per transaction/second. 

15.2.1.2. ~-1ediurn Siz~ (32-bit) machines 

~edium sized machines with 32 bit word sizes offer a large a~dress 
space of several meg3bytes, thereby avoiding one of the most severe problems 
of the mini's. .Hach~.nes in this class include the !:8!1 4300 series and the 
Digital Equ:pment Corporation (DEC) ~X-11/780 computer. There are a wide 
variety of I~1 ana I~ compatible machines in this class. Such machines ·.vou]_d 
permit the use of programs such as VINA. Ho.vever, IR1 does not offer its main 
operati.ng system OS/VS2 on itsmOOel 4300 machines, instead offering OS/VSl. 

DOC claims that a VPX weuld handle 15 tra'1Sactions/seconcl. 
~is comes to approximately $15,000 per transactjon/second (assuming a V~~ 
runs aoout $225,000). A.'1 IPI-1 4341 at $300,000 looks like it would hand:!.e 35 
ti~ansactions/secona54 yielding a unit price of aoout $8,000 per (airline) 
transaction/seco~d. 

15.2.1.3. Large (32 bit) machines 

I~-1 claims that a 3033 running 'PCP (Airline ~Control Program) will 
handle 200 airline reservations transactions /seconds~ A ~chine of this 
type would cost about $3.5 million.. This comes to atx:>ut $18,000 per 
transaction/second. 

------------
53 The Bank of America transaction are predaninently checking account tran-. 

sactions similar in o:rnplexi ty to a CIP transaction - aJ.thougn more informa-
tion (i.e., the name of the account holder) is displayed to the teller. They 
run on General Autanation 16 bit minican[X..lters. 

54 . 
Scaled fran 3033 performance, assuming Hypervisor is running. 

55~b such system has been run in production at over 215 
transacti.ons/seconn. 
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An Amdahl machine, the 470 V8, at about the same price appears to be 
able to handle 50% more traffic, yielding a unit price of $12,000 per 
transaction/second. 

15.2.2. _stock Operating Systems 

Using I~·1's standard system (CICS atop the MVS operating system) requires 
8 to 10 times the CPU capacity. 

15.2.3. SlifiU'Ylary 

All of these estimates are fairly rough and will depend on the detai.led 
specifications and design of the system. It does appear that minicomputers 
offer no great cost advantage and potential software problems. Among the 32 
bit machines the optimal number ano size of machines is unclear a:1d 'lle wouJ.c1 
expect a variety of bids on a RFP. In any case the costs appear to be scme
where between· $8,000-20,000 per transaction/secona

56 
t·Je shall assume 

$20,000 per transaction/second, j.e., a large IBM 3033 • 

~2.4. CIP Transaction CPU Requirements 

With no spare processors the failure of a single processor would substan
tialJy degrade performance at peak perioos, depending on the number of proces
sors. Hoo11ever, sucl-J a design is awkward if the processors are physically dis
tributed, because \ve would probably have only tvro processors per site. Hence 
outages \·l0u1d have a severe impact. 

Scenario 

~vorst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

CIP CPU Costs 
(no spare processors) 

(duplicate files) 

Under ACP 
Purchase !1a intena'1ce 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

lO.OM 
2.6H 
3. 3!-1 
1. Dr·1 

35K 
9.1K 

11. 7K 
3.5K 

Under CICS/MVS 
Purchase :-.!aintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

lOOH 
25'-1. 
33!'-1 
10M 

350K 
9~ 

117K 
35K 

Assumptions: CPU cost per transactionjsecono capacity = $10,000 under ACP, 
$100,000 unaer CICS/MVS. Maintenance cost $35/month pE'r transaction/second 
capacity under ACP, $350/month under CICSJ}rgs. 

v1ith 50% spare processors the faUure of a processor '.vould usually be 
masked by a spare processor. Such a design is probably necessary if the 

-----·----
5~e have used the $20K/transaction estimate from the Iff,1 3033 because 

these machines are readily available while no IBr-1 4341' s have yet been shipped 
ana there is already a several year backlog of orders. 
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processors are physically distributed. 

Scenario 

~Norst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

CIP CPU Costs 
(50% spare processors) 

(duplicate files) 

Under ACP 
Purchase Maintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

15~cr1 
3.9!1 
5.0!-1 
1. 5r-1 

53K 
13. 7I< 
17.5K 

5. 3K 

Hardware CcnfiguratialS 

under CICS/HVS 
Purchase Maintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

150H 
3~-1 

SOM 
'15H 

53~:< 
137K 
175K • 

53K 

Assumptions: non-redundant CPU cost per transaction/second capacity = $10,000 
under . ACP, $100,000 under CICS/HVS. l'-1aintenance cost $35/rnonth per 
transactionjseconn of nonredundant capacity under ACP, $350/month under 
CICS/MVS. 

15.2.5. OCIP Transaction CPU Requirements 
With no spare processors the failure of a pt'ocessor ~rould substantially 

deg~ade performance (at peak periods) ~epending on the number of processors. 
SUch a design is not practical if the processors are ~1ysically distributed. 

Scenario 

\'lorst case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Norst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

RCIP CPU Costs 
(no spare processors) 

(duplicate files) 

Under ACP 
Purchase Maintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

2200K 
58 0K 
740K 
220K 

7.8K 
2.0K 
2.6K 

.BK 

Under CICS/HVS 
Purchase Haintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/rno 

22.0M 78K 
5.8M 20K 
7.4H 26K 
2.2H 7.8K 

Assumptions: CPU cost per transaction/second capacity = $20,000 under ACP, 

;,._ 

$200,000 under CICS/MVS. Haintenance cost $70/rnonth per transaction/second " 
capacity under ACP, $700/mo per transaction under CICS/HVS. 

With 50% spare processors the failure of a processor would usually be 
masked bj a spare processor. Such a design is probably necessary if the pro
cessors are physically distributed. 
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Scenario 

Worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Norst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

RCIP CPU Costs 
(50% spare processors) 

(duplicate files) 

under 'PCP 
Purchase Maintenance 

Cost in $ Cost in $/mo 

3300K 
870K 

1100!< 
330K 

11. 7K 
3.0K 
3.9K 
1.2K 

Hardware OJnfiguratims 

Under CICS;MVS 
Purchase · Maintenance 

Cost in $ COst in $/mo 

33.(}.1 
8.7M 

11M 
3.3M 

117K 
30K 
391< 
12K 

Assumptions: nonredundant CPU cost per transaction/second capacity· = $20,000 
unner N:.P, $200,000 under CICS/MVS. Maintenance cost $70,/month per 
transaction/second of nonredundant · capacity under .ACP, $700/month per 
transaction/second under CICS/MVS. 

15.2.6. CPU costs incurred by distributed systems 

Historically there have been sizable economies of scale associated with 
large centralized processing facilities. This is no longer always the case. 
At the present time it would appear that the smaller IEl-1 4341 has a better 
price/performance ratio than the 3330 on which our calculations are based. 
This is because the 4341 is a newer machine incorlX)rating improved technology. 
'Itle situation may reverse when the next generation of big machines is 
delivered (early 1981?). In ~~y case computing costs should only go down from 

· our estimates. We have not included any separate calculations for computing 
costs for distributed systems, as present pricing suggests that they will be 
lower if different at all. 

Ne are hesitant to use IBM's optimistic characterization of 4341 in the 
absence of significant documented experience with N:.P on the machine. 

Within a single series of machines there are still economies of scale 
sometimes amounting to 25% in cost effectiveness, i.e., a distributed system 
might incur 25% higher costs for CPUs. 

15.3. Disk Requirements 

15.3.1. Disk Drive Size Considerations 

The calculations for storage system configuration belo.oJ are based on I:E!-1 
3350 disk drives. The disk drives are sold two spindles to a cabinet. The two 
spindles share the same read/write electronics. Each spindle has a nominal 
capacity of 317.5MB. When formatted with lKB sectors, the drives have a capa
city of 270MB per spindle. The average access time of drives is 33 msec 
(including latency). The peak transfer rate is 1.2MB/second. The drive uses 

, the Winchester technology, that is it employs sealed non-removable packs. 
Such drives are considerably more reliable than earlier drives equipped with 
removable packs such as the IBM 3330. FOr reliability reasons we have 
excluded non-Winchester drives (commonly referred to as Storage Module Drives) 
from consideration. 
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Even if the level of storage provided by . a 3350 disk drive were not 
required (e.g. because one needed many disk arms to perform many seeks/second) 
there is little point in buying smaller drives. The economics of manufactur
ing arid marketing disk drives are such that smaller IBM compatible Winchester 
drives are not much cheaper. Smaller, less expensive, Winchester drives (not 
370 compatible), are becoming available, but they generally have sla~er access 
times. Since the only reason for buying smaller drives is to gain more disk· 
arms and hence more seeks/second capability, these new drives are not yet 
~rthwhile. 

15.3.2. Disk sector size 

l'le shall assume that the disks are formatted \-ri th 1 kilobyte sectors, 
although this wastes some 15% of the disk surface.· There are t~~ reasons for 
the choice of sector size. One is that ACP only supports 381 byte and . 1055 
byte sector sizes. The other reason is that with rotational position sensing 
the sector size becomes the major determinant of disk controller and chw~el 
utilization. Since a·~. '":?N disk controller costs almost as much as 4 spindles 
and since the higher traffic scenarios are seek limited rather than storage 
limited, it is wortrr.vhile to trade storage capacity for reduced channel and 
controller requirements. · 

15.3.3. Device utilization levels 

In order to·prevent excessive queueing delays for disk requests it is 
desirable to operate the disk drives at 50% utilization, i.e., 9 seeks/second. 
This is the design practice in the airline industry. 

Heavy disk controller or cha~nel utilization not only creates queueing 
deJ.ays, but also can degrade performance by requiring additional disk revolu
tions for trangfers which were unable to complete because the controller or 
channe,_ were busy when the sector to be transferred came under the recording 
heads. Buffering in the controller or drive can alleviate such problems. We 
shall design the storage system under the assumption that controllers and 
channels ~·li.ll be limited to 30% loading. Again this is canmon airline prac
tice. Assuming lK sectors, ]}IDjsecond transfer rates and 9 seeks/second, 4 
drives (8 spindles), \~ich is the maximum allowed, can be put on a controller. 
Approximately 30 spindles can be put on each channel, i.e., 4 controllers '.vi th 
8 spindles each. 

15.3.4. Storage requirements 
Storage Requirements 

NVRF 
VIN index 
Street index 

'Ibtal 

Single Copy 
Space 3350 

27.5GB 
3.3GB 
• :a:m 

31GB 

Spindles 
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13 
1 

115 

'IWO copies 
Space · 3350 

Spindles 

55.00B 
6.6GB 

.4GB 

62GB 

204 
26 

2 

230 
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Assumptions: 5 million streets; 35 bytes per street record which includes 
street name, upper -and lower bound on house numbers, and zip code. See 
chapter on File Organization for further details. Disks are assumed to be 
formatted in lKB sectors. Disk columns do not sum to total due to rounding 
errors. 

15.3.5. Disk (unit) costs 

We shall configure the storage system from IR1 3350's, hanging 4 drives 
{8 spindles) per controller. There are 3 types of drives relevant to us. Each 
controller must have at least one A2 type drive {it has same controller elec
tronics). Incremental drives can be type B2 {no controller electronics). Ne 
also include one C2 type drive per controller {it can take over the functions 
of the A2 drive if the A2 drive fails). 

Thus each controller will have one A2 drive, one C2 drive, ann two B2 
drives. Four drives (8 spindles) is the maximum number of drives allov1ed per 
controller. 

Disk System , 
CamfX)nent Costs 

IBM 3350-A2 disk drive 
IB~ 3350-B2 disk drive 
I~1 33SO-c2 disk drive 

IBM 3830-2 disk controller. 

tontroller + one -A2 drive 
+ tvJO B2 dr i ves 
+ one C2 drive 

average per spindle 

$40K 
$32K 
$42K 

$66K 

$212!< 

$26.5K 

$300/mo 
$225/mo. 
$315/mo 

$205/mo 

$1270/mo 

$160/mo 

Note: controller costs include 2 channel S\'litch: each drive contains 2 
spindles: each spinale has 27Dr>m capacity when formatted \vi th lKB seetors. 

) 
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15. 3. 6·. Numbers of spindles required 
Disk Spindles Required 
(non-duplicated files) 

Scenario Spindles Needed 
CIP RCIP Ibth Storage 

Norst Case Startup 244 113 357 115 
Best Case Startup 64 30 94 115 
Worst Case Normal 81 38 119 115 
Best Case Normal 24 11 35 115 

Net 

357 
115 
119 
115 

Notes: CIP column gives number of spindles required to meet cJisk seek traffic 
generated by CIP transactions. Similarly for RCIP column. "Both" column is 
sum of first two. The "Storage" column gives the number of spindles require::J 
to store one copy of the files. The "Net" column is the mi.nimLrn number of 
spindles which meet both the traffic requirements and the storage require
ments. 

Disk Spindles Required 
(duplicated files) 

Scenario Spindles Needed 
CIP RCIP Poth Storage 

Worst Case Startup ~56 138 494 230 
Best Case Startup 92 3G 128 230 
Worst Case Normal 118 46 164 230 
Best Case Normal 35 14 49 230 

Net 

494 
230 
230 
230 

NOtes: CIP column gives number of spindles required to meet disk seek traffic 
generated by CIP transactions. Similarly for RCIP column. "I3oth" colLrnn is 
sum of first two. The "Storage" co1umn gives· the number of spindles required 

. to store both copies of the files. The "Net" column is the minimum number of 
spindles which meet both the traffic requirements and the storage require
ments. 

15.3.7. Aggregate Disk Costs 
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Scenario 

rN<Jrst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

Disk System Costs 
(nonduplicated files) 

RCIP only 
purchase maintenance 

$ cost $cost/mo 

3.05M 
3. 05~-1 
3. osr1 
3.05M 

18.4K 
18. 4...'1{ 

18.4K 
18. 4K 

Hardware Coof iguratiCI'lS 

RCIP and CIP both 
purchase maintenance 

$cost $.cost/mo 

9.46M 
3.05!-1 
3.lsr,r 
3.05H 

57 .lK 
13.4K 
19. O:< 
13.4K 

Note: Only the worst case scenarios with CIPs online are ever traffic 
limiter]. All other cases are storage limite]. 

Scenario 

;·lorst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
~'lorst Case Normal 
Best Case Norma,_ 

Disk System Costs 
(duplicated files) 

RCIP on1.y 
purchase maintenance 

$ cost $cost/mo 

6.1!1 36.8K 
6.111 36. 8:< 
6.1'~-1 36.8K 
6.1H 36. 8!Z 

RCIP and CIP both 
purchase 

$cost 

13.1!,1 
6.1'1 
G .111 
6 .1.'1 

mai_ntenance 
$cost/mo 

79.0K 
36.8K 
36.8K 
36.8K 

Note: Only the \'.'Orst case startup scenario with CIPs onlinE is ever traffic 
limited. All other cases are storage limited. 

In the tables alx>ve we have excluded costs for spare dr:Lves and controll
ers, ana for drives and controllers used for batch operations. Since ACP and 
HVS can not share channels, etc., it \vould be necessary to purchase separate 
rontrollers and dri.ves for the batch (mailing) work. The number of drives a.'1d 
rontrollers needed for batch and spares will depend on the machine configura-
tion and the way in which the workload and equipnent is shareil between 
machines. Every machine should have at least one spare controller and drive 
accessible to it; and another controller and 2 drives for batch i~ork is pro~
a!Jly desirable. Poss:I-bly the batch drives could serve as the spares for the 
online system. 

ShO\·m !Jela..i are the costs for batch and spare disks for a physically dis
tributed system. For a physically centralized system, the costs wciuld be 
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sanewhat less and depend on the number of processors used. 

TOtal Cost of Spare and Batch Disks 
(10 regional sites) 

Items 

Batch Disks 
one controller 
+one A2 drive 
+one C2 drive 
(per site) 

Spare Disks 
one controller 
+one A2 drive 
(per site) 

Purchase 
$cost 

1.48M 

l.OGM 

Maintenance 
$cost/mo 

8.20K 

S.OSK 

Notes: controller costs include 2 c~a~el switch; each drive contains 2 
dles; each spindle has 270MB capacity v1hen formatted ~·lith lKB sectors. 
shown are totals for all 10 sites. 

15·. 3. 8. Alternative Hass Storage Devices 

spin·· 
Costs 

AJ.ternatives such as an automatic tape library, or a device such as an 
Iff'·1 385057 or coc 38Soo58 were rejected because they could not support the 
number of randan accesses generated by this application. 

Optical clis'<s 'llCre rejected because they are not yet carrnercia2.ly ava5.1-
able, and they \~uld not support the access rates for the bigger scenarios. 

Bubble mernor ies were rejected due to lack of carrnercial availabi.U ty, as 
standard peripherals, and expe~se. 

Charge coupled nevice memories and ran(lJm access semiconductor m~~ries 
are ·too expensive to use for the entire NVRF. FUrthermore, it is doubtful 
that sufficient quantities would be available in the required time frame. If 
the reconciliation records were segregateo from the vehicle registration 
reco.rds, then such devices would be more attracti.ve for the reconciliation 
files. Nonetheless they are not presently economic (by a factor of ten). 

Saneti.me in the next five years a storage system configured of magnetic 
rubbles for check reconciliation records and larger magnetic or optical disks 
for vehicle records may beo:me viable. For the present we shall configure the 
system with moving head disk drives. 

57 This device is a jukebox of cartridges of magnetic tape which are 
recorded "lith a helical scan (like videotape). 

58 This device is similar to the IBM device, but a~aller and cheaper. It 
does uses longitudinal recording (like a tape drive). 
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15. 4. Tapes 

The major demand for tape drives is for dumping the database to tape 
every night and writing out the address file. We want to dump 31GB to tape in 
3 hours. We shall assume that a 200 .inch/second 6250 bpi tape drive will have 
an effective speed of 200KB/seoond after accounting for operating system over
head, rewinding and tape mounts. Thus each drive can transfer • 7XB;110ur •. 
Hence, we need 15 tape drives and 8 controllers. The address file could be 
written onto the batch disk drives and dumped to tape later. Obviously if we 
have 10 separate sites we will need 10 controllers and 20 tape drives (prob
ably more due to unequal loading). One spare controller and drive would be 
desirable at each site. 

I!f1 3420-8 tape drives (6250 bpi, 200ips) cost about $30,000 apiece, and 
maintenance comes to $240/month each. IBM 3803-2 tape controllers, with 2 
channel switches, and 4xl6 tape switches run al:x>ut $55,000 each. Maintenance 
canes to $265/month each. Thus: · 

Ite:n 

Cost of Tape Drives, etc. 
(one central site) 

Number Total Cost 
Purchase 

$ cost 
Maintenance 

$cost/mo 

3420-8 Tape drives 
3803-2 Controllers 

16 
9 

480K 
495K 

Note: we have includea one spare tape drive and controller. 

Item 

Cost of Tape Drives, etc. 
(10 regional sites) 

~umber Total Cost 

3.84K 
2.39K 

Purchase Maintenance 

3420-8 Tape drives 
3803-2 Controllers 

30 
20 

$ cost $cost;mo 

900K 
llOOK 

7.20K 
5.30K 

Note: We are assuming 2 controllers and 3 drives/site so we can do tape merg -
ing. No spares. But we can back up the data base using one controller and 2 
drives. 

15.5. Front End Processors 

Medium size IBM 3704 front end cxmnunications processors cost about 
$33,000 (to b..ly) and maintenance runs about $360/month. Also there is a cost 
per line of atx::>ut $3600 (plus $25/month maintenance). we can connect 16 
9.6KB/seconc · full duplex synchronous lines to a 3704. Modem costs are not 
includen here, but are discussed in the chapter "Ccmnunications". 
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If we have ooth RCIPs and CIPs online \•le have the fo1l~ling canmunica
tions requi rernents at an average regiona:!. site. 

Communications requirements 
at an average regional si.te 

(Assuming 4800 baud lines to concentrators) 

Scenario Lines Lines 
'Ib Terminal 

Concentrators 
To other sites 

Worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

44 
18 
21 

9 

Carrnunications requirements 
at an average regiona~- site 

(4800 baud lines to concentrators) 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Scenario 
(\..,i thout spares) 

3704's Total Li!1es 
(Hi th spares) 

3704's Total Lines 

1·1orst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
~·lors t Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

3 
2 
2 
1 

48 
22 
25 
13 

4 
3 
3 
2 

64 
38 
41 
26 

~te: He have assumed at each site 1 spare 3704 and the minimum of lG or the 
actual number of line interfaces. 

Thus our costs at an ave~age site would run: 

Carmunications costs 
at an average regional site 

(\vi th spares) 
(4800 baud lines to concentrators) 

Scenario Purchase !1a i.ntenance 

Worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
~·lorst Case ~rmal 
Best Case Normal 

$ cost 

362K 
236K 
247K 
160K 

$cost/mo 

3.041< 
2.03K 
2.11K 
1.37K 

Note: We have assumed at each site 1 spare 3704 and the minimum of 16 or the 
actual number of line interfaces. 
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Thus our costs for aU 10 regional s i tcs would run: 

Communications costs 
at 10 regional sites 

(\-lith spares) 
(4800 baud lines to concentrators) 

Scenario 

Worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
\'lor s t Case :brmal 
Best Case ~rmaJ. 

Purchase· 
$ cost 

3. 6211 
2. 36!·1 
2. 47r\1 
1. 60J.I 

Maintenance 
$cost/mo 

30.4K 
20.3K 
2l.l.K 
13.7K 

Note: 'ive have assumed at each site l spare 3704 with the minimum of 16 or t~1c 
actual numer of line interfaces. 

Alternatively, if 9600 baud lines are run to concentrators, we have the 
follcMing: 

Canmunkatio:1s require11ents 
at an average regional site 

(Assuming 9600 baud lines to ooncentrators) 

Scenario Lines Lines 
'Ib Terminal 

Concentrators 
'I'O other s5_ tes 

worst Case Startup 33 
Best Case Startup 13 
~'lorst Case Norma~- 16 
Best Case ~brmal 7 

Communications requirements 
at an average regional site 

(9600 baud lines to concentrators) 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Scenario 
(\-li thout spares) 

3704's Total Lines 
(with spares) 

3704's TOtal Lines 

Horst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Horst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

3 
2 
2 
1 

37 
17 
20 
11 

4 
3 
3 
2 

53 
33 
36 
22 

Note: We have assumed at each site 1 spare 3704 and the minimum of 1G or the 
actual nmruJer of line interfaces. 
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'Itlus our costs at an average site would run: 

Communications costs 
at an average regional site 

(with spares) 
(9600 baud lines to concentrators) 

SCenario 

lvorst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case NOrmal 

Purchase 
$ cost 

323K 
218K 
229K 
145K 

Haintenance 
$cost/mo 

2. 77K 
1.91K 
1.98K 
1.27K 

Note: We have assume at each site 1 spare 3704 and the minimum of lG or the 
actual number of line interfaces. 

Thus our total corrrnunication costs 'tlOU!.c3 run: 
Communi.cati.ons costs 
at 10 regionaJ. sites 

(with spares) 
(9600 baud lines to concentrators) 

SCenario 

Worst Case Startup 
Best Case Startup 
Worst Case Normal 
Best Case Normal 

Purchase 
$ cost 

3.2~ 
2.18!1 
2. 29!·1 
l.45H 

~·1a 5. ntenance 
$cost/mo 

27. TI< 
19.lK 
19.SK 
12.7K 

Note: We have assumed at each site 1 spare 3704 with the minimum of 16 or the 
actual numer of iine interfaces. 
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16.1. Operating Systems 

On IBM (or plug compatible) systems we have 2 major alternatives: 

{1) Run the standard operating system (CICS/HVS) 

(2) Run the transaction process5.ng operating system (ACP) 

16.1.1. CICS/MVS 

SOftware 

We could run the stock operating system1 in this case CICS on top of l·NS. 
A system of this type would provide a fairly congenial environment in which to 
develop the application prOgra:ns. ~'-1e could use various standard hj_gh level 
languages and database management systems. CICS supports distributed process
ing. Jio.-1ever, such a system 'NOu.ld require 8 to 10 times as many CPU cycles as 
the si?COnd alternative. 

16 .1. 2. -}CP 

t·~e cou.ld run a transaction processing operation system, ACP (Airline Con
trol PrOgt:am), which was originally developed for airline reservation systems. 
It is, ha.-lever, a fairly crude operating system, supp:>rting ·very fev; types of 
l•'-!L!Tt..na::'.s and other devices. Its file system is very simple: only direct 
access files {and tapes) with record sizes of 381 or 1055 bytes are supported. 
It has a compJ.etely different interface than the standard IBM operating syptem 
(OS/VS), hence none of the regu~ar OS compatible software products will run 
under this operating system. There are no IBM supported high level program
ming languages or database management systems available. '!'here:> is a high 
Jevel language (similar ·to PL/1) developed by Eastern anc American Airlines 
Hhich has been interfaced to ACP. We would urge its use (rather than assembly 
language) for \Yriting the applications sofb-1are. 

Applications typically run 8 to 10 times raster under this operating sys-
tem. HcMever, applications prOgram developnent typically requires 3 times as 
much effort. 

16.1.3. Canbination It is also possible to run one copy of each operating 
system under a virtual machine mon.i.tor kno.m as "Hypervisor" at a loss of 
aoout 10% of ACP performance. '!'he Hypervisor will not permit channel sharing. 
Nor can either operating system read the other's disk files (because of format 
differences) unless special purpose i/o drivers are written. 

16.2. APPlications Software 

16.2.1. Cost per Man Year of Programming Effort 

We expect that one man year of professional prOgrammer's time will cost 
$90K when purchased fran a software hOuse. This figure includes all overhead: 
secretaries, supplies, management, buildings, etc. '!'he Oak Ridge rep:>rt 
estimated $50K per man year. 

16.2.2. Size of Effort 

We discussed the design and implementation of an electronic funds 
~r3~~=~r system written in assembly language under ACP with I~1 staff who 
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YK>rked on the project. 'Itlat project required 30 man years of programming 
effort over a period of 18-20 months. 

We believe that CIP functions are somewhat simpler and have therefore 
estimated that they will require 20 man years of prograrrming effort over al::out 
12-15 months. 

Host of the remainder of the prograrrming arises fran RCIP transactions. 
Since we expect to do online VIN checking and zip coding, \·le believe this· to 
be several times more complicated than the CIP functions ana have estimated 
the effort at 100 man years of prograrrming effort oyer 2 to 3 years. 

Thus we have: 

Applications Software Cost 
(under ACP) 

Function l\1an Years Dollars 
($90K 

Man Year.) 

CIP t~ansactions 20 1.8H 
RCIP transacti.ons, etc. 100 9.CN 

'Ibtal 120 10.~1 

Applications Software Cost 
(under CICS/HVS) 

Function 

CIP tra~sactions 
RCIP transactions, etc. 

Total 

16.2.3. VTN checking and coding 

Han Years 

' 
7 

35 

42 

I:Pllars 
($90K 

Man Years) 

.6~1 
3. 21·1: 

3. Si-t 

Dollars 
($50K 

Han Year) 

lH 
5~1 

6!-1 

Dollars -
($50K 

Man Years) 

• 35r-i 
l. 75!'1 

2.1M 

R.L. Polk has a program called VINA which checks VIN 1 s for oorrect format 
and which can deoode the VIN to give vehicle type, fuel type, \'Ieight, etc. 
'Ihe program is presently written in IIJ·1 370 assembly language and runs uncer 
IR-1:' s standa!:'d operat i.ng systems (not ACP) . It has been estimated to require 
about 300KB of main memory for this ppplication (including tables)59. 

The program \'lOUld have to be receded to run under llCP. 'Ibis should be 
straightforward and the effort is included in the estimates for RCIP tra"lsac-
tion sof~1ar.e costs. The databa·se can probably be used with minima~. 

59The size of the tables depends on which model years and vehicle charac
·ter ist ics one is interested in. · 
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modifications. 

Polk charges $9,000 for the basic program. There is a $600 per model 
year charge for the database used for checking VIN' s. For decoding vehicle 
characteristics (for model year 1966 and later) the charges vary depending on 
'.'lhich vehicle characteristics are to be decoded. Charges run $275 to $1500 
per Gtfrlel year for autos for items whkh might be of ig!erest for gas ration
ing • Truck charges run $620 to $2000 per model year • 

The code requires only a very modest amount of CPU tUne. 

16.2.4. ~coding, address corections 

Polk also has a program called ORACLE which finds zip codes of addresses 
and does sane spelling correction of addresses. This program is also in I&-~ 
370 assembly language and nms under standard IBH operating systems. The pro
grarn is used for batch processing and relies on sorting the address file to 
operate efficiently. 

Nhile the program might be suitable for the initial creation of the NVRF, 
it v.Dula not. be su~. table for online zip coding and address correction during 
RCIP trans·actions. we would expect then to purchase the database used by the 
program (and possibly the spelling correction algorithm). The entire program 
can be leased for $12.5K initially plus $2.8K per year. Standard database 
maintenance is done only once a year. More frequent updates cost $250 each. 
It is not clear whether these charges are per agency, site or machine~ The 
lease of the database (and spelling algorithm) should cost no more than ~eas
ing the program and database. 

A new p~ogram would have to be written using either Polk's spelling 
correction algorithm, or sane other, to run under ACP in an interactive (i.e., 
unsorted) environment. 

The Post Office has a similar program written in COBOL. It is discussed 
in the Oak Ridge report. 

In calculating hardwa!:'e requirements we have assumed that all city names 
vnu1_d be stored in main memory and that only a single disk seek would be 
required to recover the the zip code fran the city and street address. Ne 
have mt included processo'::' time for spelling correction (which is ... sonsider
able) because we doubt that it is practical in an onli.ne enviroruneht 0 • . 

60The smaller amount only buys the,model and fuel type. 
61rhe smaller amount buys chassis/body type, fuel type, and manufacturing 

gross vehicle weight. 
62Also additional seeks (and buffers) would be required. 
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17. Pdvacy 

17.1. ~le Problem 

In o::-der for the prop:>sed gaso]_i!"le rationing system to \<lork we must 
oo1 ~-ect personal information on most of the ar'lu~.t rnpul:1tion of the Un:i. te::"l 
St.:ltes, specifically address and vehicle or:mership. For auJi t purp:>ses ':;e 
must aJ.so r-ecord t!1e time, place, anr:: participants of ever:y transaction 
i_nvo1ving gas rati-Jn~ng, e.g., coupon issuance. 

It is clear: fran the FeCleral Privacy Jl.ct, ana other Cong::-ess'.ono.'_ 
debe>.tes that protecting the privacy of 5ndividua1_s is a!l imtnrtant cons~der:a
tim in the design of federal rJata prxessing systems. HhUe it ._,., 
e:>sentiaJ to the proper operat-io11 of a gas rationi:1g systciTl that certa;_!! 
types of pe'-.-sonal. infor-rnat:ion be recorde::'! it seems clear that: 

(1) 'Itlat amount of pe!::'sonal_ infor.nation sh0u~c ~ minimize(, and 
( ?' _, Steps s~oulr:1 !:>:? tak~n prevent ; ts disclosure to .·other 

uses unre1ate(} to gas rationj n9. 
IJurties or fo:·: 

A.sir1e fran a gener i.e CO!lgressional man::bte to maxinizr: inC:i vi(-:'.13; 
rr ivacy, it seems J_ i ke~-Y th2t ac1c>guate protections for persona::. privacy vli 11 
~ i.m!_Y)~tant in securing Cong:cessio'Jal an(1 pub}_ ~c acceptance of any /gc.s 
ration i '19 p~_an. 

Ssrnr:- o!" the ,:Jesign i_ssues . , . Jnvo v1ng privacy are rE scus sed be~ o.·.' • 

17.2. RCIP ~ransactions 

RCIP transact ions i nvo1.vc thr~ tra:1smi.ssion of person,11_ infor::1.:::tion. 
'ri1'.1S it '<"70u1.r1 0e desirable if these trans:niss:Lons \·?ere e!lcrytp-::,3. Encr1-:)'.:i0n 
ts also nec~ssary to prevent linetapr-crs fran enter i.ng ful<c rec-:xds j_nto ti-:c? 
.::atal:.oase. 

17.3. CIP Transactions 

CIP transactions involve ver:y litHe pe.:sona~- information (VIN, licei13e 
p.lat'? number) . r·le do not feel tl1at the~' 11ec~ to ·!Je encr~Jte(i. To c~o 30 
':lou::J add perhaps $100--200 to the cost of each terminal (at present). 

17.4. No indc:xing on 0\•."'er name 

Access to th? NVRF is never necessary on the basis of the 
cr.-mer n<'l.me. v1e wouJ.r'l therefrxe suggest that no such inc1iccs l.x; 

ve!li.c1.e' s 
;_::>2rmi tte<3. 

'n' :Ls ·~n1Jlr1 make the :-:1atabasf> scrnet.,·:1at Jess us0.ful to peel_)ers. 

17.5. Design of t~ransactions 

To the extent J_:X)ssibJ.e transactions shou}.c:~ be 
c!.erk enters personF.t~- information .::1n>i the canputer. 
it i_s correct (1~at!ler tha'1 perrni tting inquiries by 

nesigned so that 
syst~ mer~lY con~irms 
the clerk). 

the 
t~at 

Fu!'thermore, personal information should never be use:3 ',·lhcn ranc1am 
numbers vnuld suffice. For example, one way for the canputt:·r to ac~no.vle<-~'Je a 
CIP t.ransact -;_on (assuming that the· clerk has entere:] the check nLm~c

a'1(~ VIN) v:ould be to return the Ucence plate number. However., ·-~v•e could just 
as easi_ly print a coup]_e of rando:n dig1. ts on the check and send them to the 
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clerk as an ackna.-1le<1gement. 'nle ·additional expense \rloulc1 be minor. 

17.6. Isolation of Regional camputer Centers 

If the cc:rnputer systeM is physically distributed (into 10 regional 
cente!:'s for exampl_e) and if we 1imit the type of information which can be sent 
between computer cente!:'s, we might achieve same increase in the cost 
expended by a pee-pel'" to gain access to all p::>ssible reoorc1s. Specifically, it 
does not appear necessary that vehic1.e tra'1sfer.s beb12en regions (ei the:. by 
;noving or sale) require that the ne\·7 region te.ll the old regi~n a'iything 
aoout who ry~ms the ve!1icle in the ne~~· region. 

17.7. Encrypting the Database 

At present it \rlOU~.d be quite expensive to encrypt the databuse, es.PQ·-
cia~.1.y if we atte11pt to adhere to the Fede:-a1 Data Encrypt ion Stanc~rab 3 

Scrnetime in the ne:-...t fe<.\' years it shoul0 be p::>ssible to purchase C!is:~ ana 
tape controllers whi_ch >-Jill encrypt the data . efficiently. Until such 
time we are inclined to suggest that the database not be encrypted. 

In any case we believe that fraudulent RCIP transactions a~e prDbably 
the easiest and m6st likely method of peeping at records. Ehcrypt;_ng the 
datab.:1se "''ill not stop these attacks. 

If encryption is desirable we 1.;ou:.:J suggest t!lat individual records be 
encrypted separ ate~.y (not entire sectors) , t~1at many keys !:>= use8°4, ann that 
a 1.ternatives to DES be conBic1ere:1. 

17. 8. ~al Peepi.ng 

Va•-i.ous law enforcement and intelligence agencies .,,ere exempted fran the 
1974 Federal. Privacy Act. If such agencies are to be uenie::1 access to the g3s 
rationing files (except for fraud enforcement pury_nses), then special. legis::.a-
tion, perhaps similar to lav1s pr:-otecti.ng census files, ~·rou'!.cl ,be needed. 

17. 9. Is the Feeler al Data Ef1crypt ion Stamlar:J Secure? 

'I'here has been consic1erable c1ebate as to t.o.'hether the Fer1era: Datu 
Encryption Sta11dan'l is secure against serious attack. ~·le expect that affluent 
peepers could break the cipher by exhaustive search for the key sanetime in 
the mid 1980's. Triple encryption (Hith 3 separate keys) m<1y be of some hE)lp. 
here. So will the use of a multiplicity of keys- this reduces the vaJue 
of breaking a sing1e key. 

63 'n1e DES seems to have been designed to be canputed '.'lith special 
har~1are. On a large conventional computer it requires some 400 instructions 
per byte encrypted. Decryption takes the sa11e mount of time. 

64 One could algorithmically generate a unique key for each recOrd by com
bining the VIN v~i th a master key. 
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18.1. Cost Structure 

For teller based systems it i.s, clear that lator costs v1iE dwarf a:J 
other i terns. Communications costs \~ill cane in second. Terminals cane in 
third \vhile canputers and storage trail \'.'ell behind. 

Costs 
Both CIPs ano RCIPs Online 

Item Capital Outlays Quarterly Outlays 
(additional) 

lJ::M High lJ::M High 

Teller Lalx>r 0 0 $100'1 $200~1 
CCY.Il'llunications $2"·1 $2CJr..t $5!1 $3&·1 
Terminals $27!1 $275!'-1 $800K $5:1 
Canputers $3.:N $22r-1 $50K $300K 
Storage $11~1 $18H $190K $310K 
Sofblla!:"e $6~1 $l1!·1 $100!< $300K 

•·.Jc doubt thatt teller labor costs will be greiltly affecte-::'l by \'lhether or 
not the system is autanated. However, there is considerable uncertainty in 
the estimates of teller transaction processing times. Labor costs are also 
sensitive to peak/average traffic ratios, the viability of variable staffing 
(by part time employees) to meet peak traffic periods, and non--uniform p::>puJ.a
tion distribution >'lhich will require additional CIPs and RCIPS to .serve 
sparsely pop..1lated areas. RCIP la!Jor costs· are fairly sensitive to the error 
rate. in the NVRF, the magnitude of vlhich, 'lle are uncertain. 

Similarly the number of terminals required will vary 1·1ith the teller 
transaction times, peak/ay~rage traffic ratio, nonuniform p::>pulation distr ibu
tion and NVRF error rates 0 

• The number of terminals will also depend on the 
schedule adopted for coupon distribution. Canmunications costs are mainly fo::
lines between terminals ana concentrators and thus they are very sensitive to 
the nll'Tll1er of terminals arid their geographic uistr ibution. 

Computer costs are largely a function of peak traffic rates, which in 
turn depenr1 on the schedule, peak/average traffic ratios, and }-."\lRF error 
rates. 

65NVRF error rates primarily affect the number of RCIP terminais requirec. 
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Storage costs depend on whether or not the disk files are to be dupli
cated. For lCM traffic (normal scenarios) storage system costs depend only on 
file size. For very high traffic scenarios storage system costs depend only 
on peak traffic rates. 

18. 2. Autanatic Teller Machines 

Each automatic teller machine (at $15K plus installation) could operate 
16 hours/day, replacing two human tellers. Thus automatic teller machines are 
c~eaper than humans if gas rationing is to be enforced for substantial periods 
of time. However, the enormous capi_ tal costs66 entai.led would only be war
ranted if OOE were fairly certain that gas rationing would be adopted. We 
expect several years would be required to construct and install a canplete 
~lement of these machines. 

18.3. ~omputer Decisions 
We recommend that DOE acquire computers with at least 32 bit '~rd size, 

to mi_:"'limize software problems. Furthermore we \·lOuld recommend the use of a 
transaction operating system such as IH-1's PCP. Hashing is clearly the pre
fe~rea access method for organizing the files. Because of the modest incre-
mentc.l cost and the substantial impact of system outages we would reccmrnend 
~~at the disk systems be duplicated ana that same spare CPU capacity be 
acqu:red. 

18.4. ?hysically Distributed Systems 

For heavy traffic scenarios, it does not appear to make a great deal of 
difference in cost whether one places the computers in 10 regional processing 
centers or in one central processing site. This decision should probably be 
made on other than economic grounds (administrative convenience, privacy con
siderations, political preferences) 

Fo~ low traffic scenarios67 a single site will be cheaper than 10 
regional sites, but the cost difference is very small compared to the teller 
costs. 

18.5. Online RCIPs 

\'le believe that online RCIPs are worthwhile. For a modest increment in 
cost we believe DOE will obtain significant improvements in the accuracy of 
entries to the database ana in providing timely responses to citizen queries. 
In conjunction with online CIPs, online RCIPs can be used to stop certain 
types of fraud . 

18.6. Onlin~ CIPs 

Tb~ desirability of online CIPs hinges on estimates of likelihood of 
going to gas rationing, the expected duration of rationing, and anticipated 
fraud rates. Major capital commitments for terminals would have to made well 
in advance of system operation. If fast startup is desired, communication 
lines would have to be installed ahead of time and paid for during standby 

66$250M to $750M.purchase cost. 
6 7~uch as the best case normal scenario. 
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mode. 

If one is optimistic about fraud rates68 , thinks that rationing will 
probably not be needed, and if needed would last only a few months, yet wants 
a system which could be placed in operation very quickly (thereby requiring 
that canmunications lines be leased during standby periods), then online CIPs 
will not be cost effective. · ..:., 

If one is pessimistic about fraud rates and thinks r·ationing likely to be 
adopted soon and to last several quarters or more then online CIPs .-..1ill pay 
for themselves several times over. · 

18.7. ]mplementation Time 

Even under very optimistic assumptions about procurement times, these 
online system would require at least 2 years to implement. 

68Estimates of recovery costs range frC7.Tl $35M to $130H per quarter. 
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